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Time encoded speech (TES) proposes the transmission 
of speech by segmenting the waveform between real-zero 
crossings.
Speech comprises two types of sound - voiced and 
unvoiced. The segment rate is low for voiced sounds and 
high for unvoiced sounds. Matching of the variable 
segment generation rate to the constant transmission rate 
is achieved by inserting storage buffers.
Since the variation in generation rate can be large 
for a particularly fricative utterance, the storage buffer 
has to be large, and consequently, the delay in trans­
mission is large.
This thesis presents a technique which reduces the 
buffer size requirements and hence the delay in transmission 
The technique, hybrid-TES, achieves these reductions by 
identifying the high segment generation regions of the 
speech waveform;and by storing and transmitting special 
symbols to indicate the reconstruction of these regions by 
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INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF SPEECH COMMUNI­
CATION SYSTEMS
1.1 Introduction
The need for communicating thoughts and ideas between 
people has been recognised since the dawn of civilisation 
and numerous methods have been devised for this purpose.
In the early days, these ranged from speech, 
gestures and graphical symbols, for close communication; 
to smoke signals, light beams, carrier pigeons and letters 
transported by a variety of means, for long distance 
communication. With time, faster and more accurate means 
of long distance communication became more compelling 
and consequently resulted in the development of communi­
cation by electrical methods. Starting with the telegraph 
line, it was shortly followed by the telephone and radio 
transmission. Significant developments since then include 
radar and microwave systems, transistor and miniaturised 
integrated circuits, communication satellites and 
lasers. Today electrical communication systems span the 
entire world carrying voice, text, pictures and a variety 
of other information^^^.
Irrespective of the nature of information and the 
actual method of transmission, a general model can be
2.
used to describe a communication system, as shown in 
the block diagram of Figure 1.1. Basically, the 
function of the system is to transfer information from 
the source to the destination.
In general, the message signal produced by the source 
is not electrical and an input transducer is necessary to 
convert the message to its time varying electrical 
equivalent. Similarly, at the destination, an output 
transducer converts the electrical waveform to the 
appropriate message.
The source and destination are usually separated by 
a communication channel, which can take one of a number 
of forms; eg a microwave radio link over free space, a 
pair of wires or an optical fibre.
The transmitter couples the electrical message 
signal to the channel. Although it may be possible to 
couple the input transducer directly to the channel, it 
is often necessary to modify the input electrical signal 
for efficient transmission over the channel. Signal 
processing operations performed by the transmitter include 
amplification, filtering, encoding and modulation.
The main function of the receiver is to extract the 
input message signal from the degraded version of the
3.
transmitted signal coming from the channel. It does 
this through demodulation and decoding, the inverse of 
the transmitter processes.
Due to physical limitations, communications 
channels have only finite bandwidth (BHz) and the infor­
mation bearing signal often suffers amplitude and phase 
distortion as it travels over the channel. In addition 
to the distortion, the signal power also decreases due 
to the attenuation of the channel. Furthermore, the 
signal is corrupted by unwanted, unpredictable, electri­
cal signals referred to as noise. Although the effects 
of noise cannot be completely removed, some of the 
degrading effects of the channel can be removed or 
compensated for by efficient transmitter and receiver 
design.
The particular requirements of the transmitter and 
receiver depend on the type of message to be conveyed, 
eg music, speech, television or data. Since this thesis 
concentrates on speech, an introduction is provided 
below to the various ways of encoding and transmitting 
the speech signal more efficiently.
4.
1.2 Speech Communication
Speech communication is made possible by a compli­
cated and interrelated pair of organs: the mouth and
vocal tract, which act in combination as a transmitting 
apparatus; and the ear, which acts as a receiving 
apparatus. A speech communication system is merely an 
extension in space of the distance between the mouth and 
the ear.
As an insight into the requirements of a speech 
communication system it is necessary to know the nature 
of speech and the parameters which need to be transmitted
(2 )1.2.1 The nature of speech
Figure 1.2 shows in diagrammatic form the essential 
parts of the human vocal system. The vocal organs are 
the lungs, the trachea or windpipe, the larynx, the 
pharynx or throat, the nose and the mouth. The part of 
this 'tube' extending from the larynx to the lips is 
known as the vocal tract. The shape of this tract is 
varied extensively during speech production by moving 
the lips, the tongue and the jaw, ie the articulatory 
organs.
Speech is produced by two basic types of sound 
source; the class of sounds known as "voiced" sounds 
are produced by puffs of air released during vocal cord
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vibration. Voiced sounds include all the vowels and 
such consonants as m, n, 1 and r. The other class of 
sounds, "unvoiced" sounds, are produced when turbulence 
is caused by air being forced through a narrow constric­
tion somewhere in the vocal tract; examples of unvoiced 
sounds are f, s, p and t.
Some sounds such as z and v require the use of both 
types of sound source simultaneously.
1.2.1(a) Voiced sounds
During ordinary breathing the vocal cords are in a 
relaxed condition and are held fairly wide apart, but 
during voiced sounds they are drawn together. These 
cords are in fact folds of ligament at the top of the 
trachea, and the slit-like orifice between them is called 
the glottis. During production of a voiced sound air 
travels from the lungs up to the trachea and builds up 
a pressure behind the vocal cords; these are pushed 
apart and air rushes through the narrow glottal opening, 
slowing down again when it reaches the wider pharynx 
above.
By a combination of muscular tension in the cords 
and the lowering of pressure in the glottis due to the 
Bernoulli effect, the vocal cords are drawn back to 
their starting position and the air flow ceases. The
6.
sub-glottal pressure then forces the cords apart again 
and the whole cycle is repeated. The vocal cords 
therefore act as an intermittent barrier to the flow of 
air from the lungs, and in fact chop the air stream so 
that a discrete set of puffs is produced.
The vocal cord vibration period is a function of 
vocal cord mass, tension and sub-glottal pressure. For 
normal male talkers these puffs of air are produced 
with a frequency typically in the range 50-250Hz, but 
extends to 500Hz and higher for women and children. 
Although the frequency of vocal cord vibration is fairly 
high, its rate can be changed only slowly, by varying 
the sub-glottal pressure and tension of the vocal cords, 
both of which are under muscular control. These puffs 
of air constitute the basic generator for the voiced 
sounds of speech. Typically the shape of a glottal puff 
(ie the volume velocity of air plotted against time) is 
approximately triangular and,since these puffs are 
quasi-periodic, can be considered to have an approximation 
to a line spectrum.
The vocal tract can be shown to be quite analogous 
(up to fairly high audio frequencies) to a mismatched 
non-uniform transmission line; it is therefore a 
resonant system that intensifies the energy of certain 
bands of frequencies. These resonances, whose frequencies
7.
can be changed by movement of the articulators, are 
given the name "formants". The formants superimpose 
their response on the vocal cord signal to produce 
the voiced sounds of speech. Voiced sounds are usually 
characterised by three or four formants in frequency 
range up to about 4 000Hz.
1.2.1(b) Unvoiced sounds
Many of the sounds of speech come into the class of 
sounds known as unvoiced. During unvoiced sounds the 
vocal cords are held wide apart and the air stream from 
the lungs is forced through the constriction between the 
tongue and the teeth as in 's', or between the teeth 
and the lips as in 'f, causing turbulence and producing 
the characteristic 'fricative' sounds of speech. The 
basic generator for this type of sound is the air stream 
whose source can be considered to be at thé point of 
constriction. The unvoiced sounds do not exhibit the 
harmonic structure of the voiced sounds and the sound 
generator is probably best thought of in electrical terms 
as a random noise source. The energy of the fricative 
sounds is generally much lower than that of voiced 
sounds and the resonances in the system have greater 
bandwidth than for the voiced sounds.
8.
1.2.1(c) Plosive consonants
Another class of sounds that is produced fairly 
often in speech are the plosives or stop consonants; 
these sounds are produced by stopping the flow of air 
from the lungs by blocking the vocal tract at some 
point and then very quickly releasing the air pressure. 
The plosives therefore are always characterised by a 
silence preceding the burst of energy; they may be 
voiced, for example, as in 'b' and 'd', or unvoiced 
such as 'p' and 't'.
1.2.2 Compression schemes
The frequency range occupied by the sounds of 
speech extends approximately from 60Hz to 10kHz and the 
transmission of electrical signals which are an exact 
analogue of the speech signal, therefore, requires a 
bandwidth of some 10kHz. However, transmission of a 
single conversation over a communications channel with 
a bandwidth capability of BHz, where B >> 10kHz, is 
wasteful in channel capacity. M u l t i p l e x i n g , where 
many conversations are transmitted simultaneously, 
enables a more useful employment of the channel. The 
number of conversations can be further increased by 
reducing the channel capacity occupied by each conversa­
tion. A tremendous amount of speech communication 
research effort has been and is presently directed 
towards this task of finding ways of reducing the
9.
channel capacity required by each conversation.
Channel capacity is usually measured in bits per 
second. The theoretical maximum capacity, C, of a 
communication channel of bandwidth BHz for a signal to
(4 )
noise power ratio P/N has been shown by Shannon to be
C = B.Logg ( 1 + ^ ) bits/second . . . (1.1)
where N is the power of white thermal noise. For a 
given signal to noise power ratio the theoretical channel 
capacity and bandwidth are thus directly related, and 
methods of reducing the required capacity are often 
referred to as systems for bandwidth economy or compres­
sion.
These may be divided broadly into two categories.
In the first the electrical signal transmitted remains 
an analogue of the speech sounds, even though it may be 
a very imperfect or distorted analogue. The methods 
described in sections 1 .2 .2 (a) to 1 .2 .2 (e) are of this 
type. The second category uses analysis - synthesis 
techniques. Narrow-bandwidth code signals are derived 
from the speech by means of an analyser and transmitted 
over the channel to the receiver. Here the code signals 
are arranged to control an artificial talking device, or 
speech synthesizer.
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1.2.2 (a) Band-pass filtering
If a speech signal is confined by means of a 
filter to the range 150Hz to 4500Hz, the intelligibility 
and the quality (or naturalness) are found to be quite 
satisfactory. Intelligibility remains adequate, though 
quality suffers, if the frequency band is reduced to 
300-3400Hz,as in the normal telephone system.
1.2.2 (b) Frequency division
Several schemes have been devised in which the 
frequencies present in the speech signal are divided by 
a factor of, say, two or three before transmission 
and multiplied back to their correct values at the 
receiver. An elementary way of achieving this is to 
record the speech and to replay it at a slower speed for 
transmission over a narrow bandwidth channel. Upon 
reception the slowed down speech is re-recorded and then 
played back at a faster rate to give normal speech. 
Although a simple arrangement of this kind enables a 
narrow bandwidth to be used, the actual saving of channel 
capacity is nil, since a greater time is needed to pass 
the signal. Hence, more complex processing is needed.
For example, since the speech signal usually includes 
repetitive waveforms, it may be sampled at suitable 
intervals and the portions of the signal between the 
samples may be rejected. The frequencies contained in 
the sample may then be divided down and transmitted in
11.
the same time as the original signal would have taken.
At the receiving end the frequencies in the samples are 
restored to normal and the reduction in time which then 
occurs is compensated for by an appropriate number of 
repetitions of each sample. By use of 'Doppler' tech­
niques it is possible to arrange for the sampling and 
frequency division to be carried out as a continuous 
process at the transmitter, and for the frequency expan­
sion and repetition of samples to be carried out 
continuously at the receiver.
Experiments carried out by G a b o r s h o w e d  that 
compression to one-half, followed by re-expansion, gives 
full intelligibility but some roughness. Speech 
compressed to one-quarter and even to one-sixth remains 
intelligible, but becomes monotonous, as the inflections 
of pitch are not transmitted. The intelligibility is 
lost only at about eightfold compression.
The concept of compression and re-expansion is easy 
enough to grasp, but the economies achieved are not 
worthy of adoption for practical systems.
/ 8 )
1.2.2 (c) Time-assignment speech interpolation
It is sometimes possible to obtain better utilisation 
of communication channels without actually reducing the 
bandwidth of the individual signals. In time-assignment
12.
speech interpolation, for instance, the pauses in 
speech (which on average take up more than 50% of the 
time of a conversation) are filled by interleaving 
utterances due to different speakers. Thus, any talker 
may be disconnected from his channel when he stops 
speaking for any reason (such as to listen to a reply). 
The channel is switched automatically to another speaker, 
and when the original talker recommences to speak his 
conversation may be carried by quite another channel. 
Hence, the total number of conversations carried at 
peak periods can be doubled, with no loss of intelligi­
bility or quality. The complex electronic switching 
apparatus is, however, very expensive and the method is 
only economically suitable for special circuits such as 
transoceanic cables.
1.2.2 (d) Interrupted speech
Another way of improving the utilisation of a 
channel, though with some lowering of intelligibility, 
would be to interrupt the speech continuously at a 
frequency of, say, 40Hz. With equal 'on' and 'off 
periods it would be possible to time-multiplex two 
conversations onto a single channel (see section 1.2.3).
1.2.2 (e) Speech clipping
Under conditions of low signal to noise ratio some 
improvement in intelligibility can be obtained by speech
13.
clipping. Speech has a dynamic intensity range of 
about 30dB and an amplifier, which is adjusted so as 
not to overload on loud passages, may not give sufficient 
amplification to the weaker sounds. By using a system 
of amplitude compression the intensity of weaker sounds 
can be raised and the intelligibility improved. The 
compression process may be carried to the limit giving 
an infinitely clipped rectangular wave of constant 
amplitude. This retains only the information contained 
in the zero-crossings of the original speech wave, yet 
the intelligibility is not much less than that of 
normal speech. Unfortunately the quality is harsh and 
unpleasant.
The increase in effective signal power obtained by 
speech clipping may approach 12dB, and from equation (1) 
a corresponding improvement in the capacity of the 
channel concerned is possible.
1.2.2 (f) Analysis-synthesis methods; The v o c o d e r  ^^  ^
One way of improving channel capacity is to transmit, 
instead of the normal speech currents, only sufficient 
coded information to permit the 'remaking' of the speech 
by suitable apparatus at the receiving end. The coded 
information can be passed in the form of signals requiring 
a channel capacity less than that of the speech currents, 
so that the line or other transmission system is able to
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accommodate more channels within its pass range of 
frequencies. This is the basis of speech analysis- 
synthesis telephony systems, such as fixed channel 
vocoders and parametric (formant tracking) devices.
The formant tracking vocoder attempts to measure 
in real time the frequency and amplitude of spectral peaks 
of the speech signal (the formants) and transmits these 
measurements as parameters to control a synthesiser as 
shown in Figure 1.3. At the same time the larynx vibra­
tion rate and the decision as to whether the speech is 
voiced or unvoiced must also be measured and transmitted 
as additional control parameters. It is generally 
recognised that good speech quality can be obtained from 
a formant synthesiser, but when connected to a real-time 
analyser the results obtained to date have always been 
inferior. This is mainly because of the difficulty in 
measuring formant frequencies accurately. Figure 1.3 
shows that the formant frequency ranges overlap and this 
tends even more to aggravate the problem. The advantage 
of the formant vocoder over most other types of vocoder 
is the bandwidth compression that can be obtained. 
Typically a formant vocoder needs eight parameters, and 
each of these can be bandlimited to about 25Hz, so that 
a bandwidth reduction of the order of 20:1 can be obtained 
relative to the original speech band. It should, however, 
be emphasised that all the difficulties of real-time
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formant analysis are not yet solved, and until they are 
it is unlikely that formant vocoders will prove to be 
very useful.
The fixed-channel or 'frequency-band' vocoder was 
first demonstrated by Dudley and has undergone extensive 
development. In this system an analysis of the power 
spectrum of speech is made by means of a number of 
band-pass filters, which divide the audio-frequency 
spectrum into, say, twelve adjacent bands (Figure 1.4).
The energy in each band is measured, and twelve 
narrow bandwidth signals are obtained, which vary as the 
energy varies. An additional signal gives the pitch of 
the larynx signal, and is also used to specify whether 
the speech is voiced or unvoiced. At the receiving end 
this pitch signal is used to switch into circuit, either 
a relaxation oscillator which acts as a 'buzz' source 
for voiced sounds, or a noise generator which acts as a 
'hiss' source for unvoiced sounds (Figure 1.5). The 
pitch signal also controls the fundamental frequency of 
the buzz source.
The line spectrum of the buzz source, or the 
continuous spectrum of the hiss source, is filtered into 
twelve frequency bands, corresponding to those of the 
band-pass filters of the analyser. The magnitude of the
16.
output in each band is controlled by the appropriate 
line signal, using a system of modulators. The output 
of these modulators are then combined to produce 
artificial speech similar to the original» An overall 
bandwidth compression of 10:1 in the transmitted signal 
is possible.
Most modern vocoders have been designed to use a 
digital transmission path. There are two basic reasons 
for this. First, through the use of small general purpose 
digital computers speech researchers have been able to 
apply a wide variety of digital signal processing techniques 
to speech communication problems. These techniques cover 
a range of complexity and sophistication that is impossible 
to match with analogue methods. Second, the recent and 
predicted future developments in integrated circuit 
technology make it possible to realise digital speech 
processing schemes economically as hardware devices 
having the same sophistication and flexibility as a 
computer program implementation.
To digitise a channel vocoder both spectrum and 
pitch channels have first to be multiplexed and then 
coded by some digital coding scheme, such as pulse code 
modulation or deltamodulation. At the receiver a 
digital-to-analogue converter reconstitutes the signals 
into an analogue form; these analogue signals are then
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filtered by low-pass filters with cut-off frequencies 
of the order of 25Hz, and are then used as control 
signals to the synthesiser. Digit rates used are in the 
order of 2000-3000 bits per second; which can be 
transmitted by modern data-modems over normal 3kHz lines.
1.2.3 Digital representation of speech signals
Conceptually, the simplest digital representations
of speech are concerned with direct representations of 
the speech waveform. Such schemes are based on Shannon's 
sampling theorem, which states that any bandlimited 
signal can be exactly reconstructed from samples taken 
periodically in time if the sampling rate is twice the 
highest frequency of the signal.
1.2.3 (a) Pulse Code Modulation
Pulse code modulation is a waveform encoding tech­
nique and can be used for converting any analogue signal 
into digital form, for use by computers and other 
digital equipment, for subsequent processing.
It comprises three basic processes: sampling,
quantising and encoding. The amplitude range of the 
sampled data is divided into a finite number of discrete 
levels; a given sample amplitude is then referred to the 
nearest level and a digital code is generated. Figure 1.6 
illustrates the quantisation operation. The difference
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between the original signal and the quantised signal is 
regarded as noise and is called 'quantisation noise'.
It has been s h o w n t h a t  the quantisation noise, Q^, 
is a function of the step size, S, where
" T2 . . .  (1.2)
Thus, if the steps are uniform in size, small-amplitude 
signals have a poorer signal-to-quantiSation noise ratio 
than large-amplitude signals. To correct this situation, 
within the constraints of a fixed number of levels, it 
is advantageous to taper the step size so that the steps 
are close together at low signal amplitudes and further 
apart at large amplitudes. Such variation of step size 
yields a signal-to-noise ratio improvement for small 
signals, although strong signals are somewhat impaired.
It has been determined^^experimentally that, rather 
typically, the instantaneous speech signal amplitudes 
are less than 25% of the rms signal value for 50% of the 
time. Consequently, the tapering of steps is very 
useful in connection with speech signals.
While it is possible to build a quantiser with 
tapered steps, it is more feasible to achieve an equiva­
lent effect by distorting the signal before application 
to the quantiser. It can be achieved by a non-linear 
network having the input-output characteristic as shown 
in Figure 1.7. Such a network is called a compressor.
19.
An inverse distortion at the receiver ensures overall 
distortionless transmission and the complete transmitter 
and receiver operations of compressing and expanding 
are often referred to as companding.
Practical telephony systems using PCM are designed 
for eight bit per sample representation with a sampling 
rate of 8kHz, thus resulting in a transmission rate of 
64kbits/second.
1.2.3 (b) Delta Modulation (DM)
Delta modulation is another technique for converting 
analogue signals into digital form. It differs from PCM 
in that it transmits information about the derivative 
of the input signal rather than its instantaneous ampli­
tude. The basic scheme is illustrated in Figure 1.8.
The analogue input signal is encoded by the delta 
modulator into binary pulses which are conveyed to the 
terminal equipment for transmission. These pulses are 
also locally decoded back into an analogue waveform, by 
an integrator in the feedback loop, and subtracted from 
the input signal to form an error which is quantised to 
one of two possible levels, depending on its polarity.
The quantised output is periodically sampled to produce 
the output binary pulses. In this way the decoded wave­
form is made to 'track' the input signal in small steps.
20
This process of waveform following in small steps 
makes deltamodulation particularly suitable for signals 
in which differences between successive ordinates are 
small. Thus, the low frequency dominance in the speech 
signal can be directly accommodated. However, the 
problem arises when the step size is of a fixed value. 
During any period of time when the changes in the input 
signal are less than the step size, the system no longer 
follows the signal, and a train of alternating positive 
and negative pulses is produced. Similarly the system 
overloads when the slope of the signal is too high 
(see Figure 1.9). Adaptive deltamodulation allows both 
of these complaints to be relieved by varying the step 
size in accordance with the signal being encountered.
E x p e r i m e n t h a s  shown that, for good quality 
speech transmission, DM, in its simplest form, requires 
more bandwidth than PCM, where the relative transmission 
rates are 64 kbits/sec and 100 kbits/sec respectively.
On the other hand, DM has the advantage that the hardware 
required for its physical implementation is very much 
simpler than that required for PCM. Combining the sim­
plicity of DM with the economy of PCM results in
/ 1 o \
differential PCM (or DPCM) and gives good quality
speech for a much reduced transmission rate (32 kbits/sec) 
In this case the difference signal available from the 
comparator is applied to the input terminal of the PCM
21 .
system. Lower transmission rates are possible with use 
of level adaptation, but at a loss in the quality of 
transmission.
(19, 20)
1.2.3 (c) Predictive coding
In this coding method both the transmitter and 
the receiver estimate the signal^ current value by 
linear prediction on the previously transmitted signal.
The difference between this estimate and the true value 
of the signal is quantised, coded and transmitted to 
the receiver. At the receiver the decoded difference 
signal is added to the predicted signal to produce the 
input speech signal.
A block diagram illustrating the principle of 
predictive coding is shown in Figure 1.10. The input sig­
nal s(t) is sampled at the Nyquist rate to produce the 
samples s^ of the signal. The predictor forms an estimate 
s^ of the signal's present value based on the past 
samples, r^_^, r^_2 , ... , of the reconstructed signal 
at the transmitter. The predicted value s^ of the signal 
is next subtracted from the signal value s^ to form the 
difference 5^, which is quantised, encoded and trans­
mitted to the receiver. At the same time, the transmitted 
signal is decoded at the transmitter and the signal 
reconstructed in exactly the same manner as is done at 
the receiver. The reconstructed signal is then used to
22.
predict the next sample of the input signal.
At the receiver the transmitted signal is decoded 
and added to the predicted value of the signal to form 
the samples r^' of the reconstructed signal. The 
predictor used at the receiver is identical to the one 
employed at the transmitter. The samples r^' of the 
reconstructed signal are finally low-pass filtered to 
produce the output signal r '(t).
The exact form of the predictor for the speech wave 
will not be described here, since it is not an essential 
part of this survey; but it will suffice to say that it 
depends on the model used to represent the human speech 
production process and that ample literature is 
available on the subject.
The predictive coding system was simulated on a 
digital computer by Atal and S c h r o e d e r ^ , and they 
showed that it is a promising approach to digital encoding 
of speech signals for high-quality transmission at 
substantial reductions in bit-rate. Unlike past speech 
coding methods based on the vocoder principle, the 
prediction coding scheme attempts to reproduce accurately 
the speech waveform rather than its spectrum. Subjective 
tests showed that there was only slight, often impercep­
tible, degradation in the quality of the reproduced speech
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Their studies pointed out that the binary difference 
signal and the predictor parameters together can be 
transmitted at bit rates of less than 10 kbits per 
second, or several times less than the bit rate required 
for PCM encoding with comparable speech quality.
1.2.3 (d) Time encoded speech (TES)
A more recent addition to the above techniques of 
speech processing for capacity reduction is time encoded 
speech. This method of low-bit rate encoding has been 
found by considering the 'perception' rather than the 
'generation' of speech; as, for example, in the case of 
vocoders, which are modelled entirely on consideration 
of the human vocal tract. The aim of TES is simply to 
present to the ear acoustic cues which produce the 
correct physiological responses.
The crudest form of TES and one long known, is 
infinitely clipped speech, which retains only the zero 
crossing information of the original speech waveform, 
yet maintains a high level of intelligibility and some 
speaker recognition. The central concept of this 
approach is that instead of encoding instantaneous values 
of the speech waveform at regular intervals, as with PCM, 
changes of value, as with DM, or descriptions of the 
speech spectrum, as in channel and formant tracking 
vocoders, time encoding depends on the transmission of
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coded shape descriptions for successive extended segments 
of the speech waveform. It is broken into segments 
between successive real zeros of the waveform. For each 
such segment the code consists of a single digital word. 
This word is derived from two parameters of the segment: 
its quantised time duration and its shape. The measure of 
duration is straightforward and uses logarithmic quanti­
sation so that short intervals are transmitted more 
accurately, thus maintaining an approximately constant 
fractional accuracy.
The shape of the segment is compared with a 
'catalogue' of shapes, and a code is selected which 
identifies the shape in the catalogue nearest to the 
actual segment shape. A complication of this code 
selection is that shapes which look different may not 
necessarily sound different, since phase relationships 
that greatly affect waveshape are hardly perceived by 
the ear. Research is still being conducted on attempting 
to classify shapes as distinct only when they sound 
different.
Reconstruction of TES is a relatively simple 
matter, in that, stored segment forms are reproduced in 
sequence at the correct duration, in accordance with 
the shape and duration specifications corresponding to 
the received symbol.
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Due to the nature of speech, this technique of 
encoding suffers from the problem of the high segment 
generation rate and hence the requirement of a high 
transmission rate, during unvoiced sounds. As a result, 
much research is being conducted to optimise the technique 
and thus achieve the lowest bit rate of transmission.
In summary. Table 1.1 shows the relative advantages 
and disadvantages of some of the more popular encoding 
schemes.
1.3 Organisation of the Thesis
This thesis looks into the problem, for TES, of 
the variable segment generation rate and proposes an 
alternative encoding strategy which takes account of this 
variation. It is broadly divided into three sections.
The first section (Chapters 1 and 2) comprises the 
introductory comments and the proposal of hybrid-TES 
encoding, which is based on the conclusions derived from 
the study of the real-zero probability distribution of 
speech.
The second section (Chapters 3, 4 and 5) presents 
the feasibility study of the encoding scheme, where: 
Chapter 3 details the identification of the high epoch 
generation regions (unvoiced sounds); Chapter 4 shows 
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Chapter 5 analyses the performance of the hybrid-TES 
encoding with respect to the buffering requirements and 
the quality of reconstruction.
The third section (Chapters 6 and 7) provides the 
summary and conclusions on the performance of the encoding 
scheme, where; Chapter 6 makes a formal presentation of 
the hybrid-TES encoding technique, bearing in mind the 
real-time considerations; and Chapter 7 provides the 
conclusions to the thesis.
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CHAPTER 2
THE REAL-ZERO PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF 
SPEECH (RZPDS)
2.1 Introduction
Time encoded speech is a recent proposal, and as 
such the problem still remains of optimising the tech­
nique to achieve the lowest bit rate of transmission.
In order to associate an optimum number of bits with 
the representation of real-zero intervals of speech it 
is necessary to have some knowledge of the typical 
occurrence of these intervals. This information can be 
provided by means of a long term probability against 
real-zero interval distribution.
A real-time method for measuring the long-term
probability distribution of speech has been suggested 
( 25 )
by Davenport , but it is very slow and cumbersome.
A new method, which is much faster and takes account of 
the present day technology, makes use of a microprocessor 
and is presented in this chapter.
Measurement of the long-term probability distribu­
tion through non-real-time processing is not practicable 
due to the large storage space necessary for the 
utterances. However, since the subsequent work is to
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be conducted in simulation short-term measurements are 
performed on the PDP-11 minicomputer to confirm that 
similar effects, to the real-time measurements, are 
obtained with sampled signals.
The results of measurement have shown that the 
real-zero probability distribution of speech comprises 
two peaky regions: one in the 1-2ms range, due to the
voiced sounds; and the other, in the range 0-0.5 ms 
and sometimes much larger, is primarily due to the 
unvoiced sounds. In particular, for speakers with highly 
pronounced fricatives, the voiced peak is often "swamped" 
by the unvoiced peak and a clear distinction cannot be 
made.
A further insight into the pattern of the probability 
distribution is provided by measurement of the epoch rate 
against time, which shows that the short duration epochs, 
in the unvoiced peak, occur in bunches. It is this 
latter result which provides impetus for the proposal 
of an alternative coding strategy for TES, and hence a 
saving in the transmission rate requirement.
2.2 Real-Time Measurement of RZPDS
Defining To(t) as the duration of the zero-crossing 
period existing at the time t, the probability p(T^) 
defined by the equation:
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p(T^) = p[T^ < To(t) < + dT^] . . . (2.1)
is the probability that at a given instant of time
the duration of the corresponding zero-crossing period 
falls in the interval (T^, + dT^ ) . The first order
probability d en s ity  function (To) is defined by the 
equation:
w^(T^) dT^ = p(T^) . . . (2.2)
2.2.1 Davenport's method
The problem of measuring the zero-crossing
probability distribution concerning speech waves was
(25 )first tackled in 1952 by Davenport . Data was 
collected by using the equipment shown in the block 
diagram of Figure 2.1.
The speech wave x(t) was clipped to form the zero- 
crossing wave z (t), which was then applied to the 
period-pulse generator to generate an output pulse 
whenever z(t) changed value. The amplitude of this 
output pulse was proportional to the zero-crossing 
period. The level selector was so adjusted that it 
generated a pulse whenever the amplitude of its input 
pulse corresponded to a zero-crossing period whose 
duration was in the interval (T^, T^ + dT^). Counter 
No 1 made a count of the total number *n' of period 
pulses, and Counter No 2 counted the number ' V  of
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period pulses corresponding to the event
|t  ^ < To(t) < + dT^j. It was shown that:
p(T^) 5 V.T^/T . . . (2.3)
and as a result
w^(T^) s V.T^/T.AT^ . . .  (2.4)
where T is the total duration of the observation interval. 
These expressions become exact only in the limits,
T » and AT^ 0.
At attempting to measure the first probability distri­
bution Davenport immediately came across the problem of 
the unavoidable presence of system noise, which is 
characteristically similar to unvoiced speech and has 
the effect of increasing the zero-crossing rate during 
the inter-word and inter-sentence passages. This in 
turn leads to the question: How much of the combined
distribution is due to the speech wave alone? A solution 
to the question was obtained on the assumption that if 
the unvoiced sounds had significantly larger amplitudes 
than the amplitude of the system noise, it should be 
possible to separate the two effectively. The separation 
was accomplished by the addition of a low-frequency 
periodic bias signal having an amplitude larger than that 
of noise, but smaller than that of the unvoiced sounds.
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Davenport concluded that the results hence obtained 
showed fairly good correspondence to his theoretical 
predictions, which were based on the measurements of the 
first probability distribution w^(To)s + n for a speech 
wave and system noise, of w^(To)n for system noise 
alone, and the assumption that the unvoiced sounds are 
significantly larger in amplitude than the system noise.
As a result of the assumption it was possible to say 
(approximately) that at any given time either the speech 
wave or the noise is present in the system, and that 
these are mutually exclusive events whose probabilities 
are additive. Using the definitions p(T^)s+n, p(T^)n 
and p(T^)s as the probabilities that the combined speech 
and noise wave, the noise wave alone and the speech 
wave alone respectively, have zero-crossing periods of 
duration |T^ < To < T^ + dT^| it was shown that;
p(T^)s+n = D.p(T^)n + (1-D).p(T^)s . . . (2.5)
where D is the fractional dead time (ie the fraction of 
time in which there is no speech in the combined wave).
A value of 0.22 was used for D to solve equation (2.5) 
for the probability distribution of speech wave alone, 
p(T^)s.
2.2.2 The microprocessor method
Davenport's method was very cumbersome and time- 
consuming because the level selector had to be readjusted
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to a different level after every set of measurements 
and the measurements had to be repeated for the new level. 
An alternative form of measurement, which is faster 
and more efficient, has been designed by the author and 
makes use of a microprocessor to perform the timing and 
counting functions. It uses the equipment shown in the 
block diagram of Figure 2.2.
The zero-crossing detector compares the speech 
waveform with zero and results in a rectangular wave 
output with the level depending on the polarity of the 
input. A typical speech wave input to the detector and 
its output are shown in Figure 2.3. Its circuit is 
given in Figure 2.4.
The rectangular wave output from the detector is 
applied to the microprocessor input, where the change 
of sign is recognised as an indication of the zero- 
crossing and a flag is set. The timing and counting 
routine regularly inspects the flag and takes the 
appropriate action, which is basically to measure the 
time between zero-crossings and increment the correspon­
ding counter. Although details of the microprocessor 
software design are given in Appendix A, the flow diagram 
for the timing and counting routine is shown in Figure 
2.5
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Depending on the conditions the algorithm may be 
in any of the three loops. Thus, to ensure that the 
flag inspection is made at a regular interval, the sum 
of instruction times around any loop must always equal 
the sampling rate (50^ 1 s). This requires that the time 
delays are of different value - hence the apparent 
duplication of part of the program code.
Each interval duration is assigned a counter and 
the program terminates when any one of the counters 
overflows. The numbers stored in the counters are then 
output, by means of an X-Y plotter, in the form of a 
graph; where the vertical axis represents the number 
of times a particular interval duration occurs and 
the horizontal axis, the different interval durations 
(see Figure 2.6).
As with Davenport's method, the noise problem still 
has to be resolved. A means of overcoming this, to a 
certain extent, is available in the use of a 'threshold' 
voltage. It has a similar effect to the bias voltage 
introduced by Davenport, but is easier to implement. In 
practice it means that the zero reference level at the 
comparator is made into a variable pre-set reference 
level. The value at which it is set has to be determined 
by caution; for too low a value allows the noise 
voltages to switch the output waveform, and too high a
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value causes the small amplitude speech variations to 
be neglected. Thus, a compromise has to be made.
In practice, however, it is not a very difficult 
decision, since when the reference voltage is set to too 
low a value the output of the comparator, with no speech 
input, it undefined due to the random variations in the . 
system noise voltage. The reference voltage is then 
increased until the comparator output becomes defined.
The minimum value at which this happens is called the 
"threshold" voltage.
2.2.3 Result analysis
Measurements were taken to show;
(i) The effect of the threshold voltage on the RZPDS
(ii) The effect of filtering on the RZPDS.
(iii) The individual voiced and unvoiced distributions 
(iv) The long-term pattern of the complete distri­
bution and the effect on it of changing the 
language of speech.
The conditions and settings under which these measurements 
were performed are listed in Table 2.1.
The results are presented graphically and are best 
analysed by investigating, one at a time, each of the 
cases mentioned above. It should be noted that the 
vertical axes on the graphs have been scaled only to
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facilitate comparison between the different regions.
They are not meant for numerical comparison between the 
different graphs unless they are obtained from measure­
ments made under identical conditions and settings.
More importance is placed on recognising the shape 
characteristics than on actual numerical values.
2.2.3(a) The threshold voltage
Figure 2.7 shows the probability distributions of 
a speech recording; taken firstly with a 20Hz square 
wave signal of amplitude 1OOmV (as suggested by Davenport); 
and secondly with a d.c. threshold voltage of value lOOmV. 
The distributions tend to follow very similar patterns, 
but a closer resemblance is shown by reducing the number
(27 )
of class intervals. Using Sturges rule, which
states that given a n u m b e r  o f  s a m p l e s  'x' the optimum 
number 'N' of class intervals is given as;
N = 1 + 3.3 log^Q(x) . . . (2.6)
the graphs of Figure 2.8 are obtained. A numerical 
comparison between graphs (a) and (b) of Figure 2.7 shows 
that there are differences. These differences are 
caused by the uncertainty of the starting point on the 
speech recording.
Variation of the threshold voltage shows a noticeable 
effect on the distribution pattern. This effect can be
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explained by reference to Figure 2.9. If the amplitude 
of the speech waveform is small, as shown in Figure 2.9(a), 
variation of the threshold voltage has the effect of 
altering the output waveform from the comparator. However, 
with a large amplitude speech signal (Figure 2.9(b)) the 
same variation in threshold voltage has little effect on 
the output waveform. Thus, since recordings of speech 
invariably differ in amplitude (loudness) a comparison 
of different speech recordings cannot be made at any 
particular threshold voltage. Instead, a separate thres­
hold voltage has to be located for each of the speech 
recordings, as the  th r e s h o ld  only accounts  for th e  system  noise and 
not the a c o u s t ic  n o i s e .
Figure 2.10 shows the effect of varying the threshold 
voltage. As the threshold is increased the zero-crossings 
due to the system noise (the first 50jis interval) are 
reduced. An additional effect is to shift the position 
of the secondary peak in the distribution.
2.2.3 (b) Filtering the speech
A commercial, 8th order Barr and Stroud, filter was 
used to perform the band-pass filtering operation. The 
filter has two modes of operation - normal and damped.
The normal mode provides a response similar to that of 
an 8-pole Butterworth function, whereas the damped mode 
provides an improved filter phase response, which 
effectively reduces ringing and overshoot on pulse and
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step-type waveforms. In order to avoid the ringing 
effect interfering with the zero-crossing measurements 
the damped mode of operation was selected.
Measurements (Figure 2.11) were taken to show the 
effect on the distribution of bandlimiting speech between 
300HZ-3400HZ. The higher frequency components (< 300ns) 
are noticeably reduced, although not completely eliminated 
This is because of the gradual nature of the cut-off 
frequency. The low frequency components (> 1.5ms) remain 
relatively unaffected. Figure 2.12 illustrates that 
extending the low frequency limit has little or no effect 
on the distribution. It was measured with the bandwidth 
set to 100HZ-5000HZ.
2.2.3 (c) The voiced/unvoiced distributions
The real-zero probability distributions for voiced 
sounds and unvoiced sounds were determined individually, 
to verify the voiced/unvoiced nature of the complete 
long-term distribution.
A recording was made up of voiced sounds which made 
use of the vowels and such consonants as *m', 'n', 'r ' 
and '1'. To avoid the infiltration of any unvoiced 
sounds, the pitch of the sounds was varied slowly and 
with care. The complete recorded passage lasts approxi­
mately one minute.
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The results of performing the measurements on the 
recording are presented in Figure 2.13 and they show a 
prominent peak in the range between 1ms and 2.5ms, which 
corresponds with a frequency range between 200Hz and 
500Hz.
The unvoiced speech recording was constructed from 
a combination of such utterances as 'sh', 's', 'f, 't ' 
and 'p' and it lasts approximately one minute. The 
resulting distribution is presented in Figure 2.14 and 
shows a peak in the range lOOjis to 500p,s. This time 
interval corresponds with a frequency interval between 
1kHz and 5kHz, which is the usual range of frequencies 
for unvoiced sounds.
2.2.3 (d) The complete distribution
Two recordings of speech were made by the same 
speaker, to note the effect on the distribution of changing 
the language of speech. One recording was of speech in 
the English language, obtained by reading a passage from 
a technical paper lasting approximately two minutes. The 
other recording was of speech in the Punjabi language, 
and was obtained by reciting a number of short sentences, 
lasting a total of about two minutes. Measurements were 
performed on both of these recordings separately and they 
both gave similar results.
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Figure 2.15 shows the distribution for the 
English language. There is a peak between 1ms and 
2.5ms, which corresponds with the peak due to the voiced 
sounds in Figure 2.13. A second peak in the range lOOjis 
to 600^is corresponds to the unvoiced sounds of Figure 
2.14. The distribution for the Punjabi language is 
shown in Figure 2.16 and it further illustrates the 
voiced/unvoiced nature of the distribution . Comparison 
between Figure 2.15 and Figure 2.16 shows that the peak 
due to the voiced sounds occurs between the same time 
intervals for both of the languages. The high number 
of zero crossings in the first interval (0-50us) is 
possibly due to the high level of background noise in the 
recordings.
Figure
Number Threshold Voltage Bandwidth
Typé of 
Speech
2 .10(a) OmV Hindi
2 .10(b) 40mV Hindi
2 . 10(c) 8 OmV Hindi
2 .10(d) 120mV Hindi
2 .11(a) 6 OmV 300Hz-5kHz JSRU
2 .11(b) 6 OmV 300Hz-3.4kHz JSRU
2 .12(a) 12 OmV 100Hz-5kHz JSRU
2 .12(b) 12 OmV 300Hz-3.4kHz JSRU
2.1 3 5 OmV 100Hz-5kHz Voiced
2.1 4 5 OmV 100Hz-5kHz Unvoiced
2.15 25mV 100Hz-5kHz English
2.16 25mV 100Hz-5kHz Punjabi




A method of measuring the real-zero probability 
distribution of speech, using a microprocessor, has been 
devised. Its main advantage over Davenport's method 
is in the ease and speed with which the results can be 
obtained.
The threshold voltage has been shown to have the 
same effect on the distribution as the low frequency 
bias voltage used in Davenport's method, ie it reduces 
the effect of system noise. Its value, however, is 
critical and depends on the signal to noise ratio of 
the speech recordings.
Bandlimiting of speech causes a more noticeable 
effect on the higher frequencies. Reducing the higher 
limit of the bandwidth reduces the fricative frequencies 
of speech, whereas, changing the lower limit has little 
effect on the distribution.
The real-zero probability distribution pattern 
corresponds well with Davenport's predictions and 
comprises two peaks: one due to the voiced sounds;
and the other, larger one, due to the unvoiced sounds. 
This has been confirmed by measuring the distributions 
of voiced and unvoiced sounds separately. Also, changing
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the language of speech from English to Punjabi has 
not shown any differences in the long-term pattern of 
the distribution.
2.3 Non Real-Time Measurement of RZPDS
Non real-time measurements were taken on the PDP-11 
computer to confirm (or otherwise) the general nature 
and the voiced/unvoiced distinction of the probability 
distribution.
Digitised speech files of several utterances of 
different durations, sampled at 10kHz and bandlimited 
between 1 GHz and 4.5kHz, were used for measurement 
purposes. Although context of the utterances was quite 
different from that used for real-time measurements, 
the general pattern of the distribution was expected to 
be the same.
2.3.1 Location of the zero-crossings
Since the utterances are only defined as discrete 
samples of the original waveform, x(t), exact determina­
tion of all zero-crossing times is impossible. However, 
close approximations can be obtained by locating the 
regions of zero-crossings and using simple local inter­
polation to estimate the actual zero crossing times. 
Figure 2.17 shows the geometry of a typical zero-crossing 
and are discrete samples at either side of the
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zero-crossing and are of opposite polarity, thus indica­
ting the occurrence of a zero-crossing.
The simplest estimation to the actual zero-crossing 
is to regard it as occurring at one of the sample 
positions, for example, the sample position after the 
zero-crossing, at(Ts - t). The error in this estimation, 
normalised to the sample interval, Ts, is given as:
error = ^   ^ . . . ( 2 . 7 )
In the case of zero sample values, the ambiguity of 
the zero-crossing position may be resolved by considering 
adjacent samples (Table 2.2).
The estimation error can be considerably reduced 
by interpolating between the sample values on either 
side of the crossing. First-order interpolation between 
and X^ (Figure 2.17) yields an estimated zero-crossing 
at a time t^ after X^. The estimation error, e, in 
this case is given by:
(Ts - T).X. + T.X_ .
error = ^  = X^ - X^ T^ . . .  (2.8)
Evaluation of this expression requires knowledge of 
the function X(t). However, it is clearly evident 
from Figure 2.17 that a much closer estimate to the 
actual zero-crossing is obtained. Higher order inter­
polation would obviously give closer estimates of
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zero-crossings, although it would considerably increase 
the computational load. An Nth order polynomial inter­
polation requires the solution of (N+1) simultaneous 
equations for determination of the polynomial coeffici­
ents in the neighbourhood of the zero-crossing, followed 
by a formula solution for the Nth order polynomial.
Since the interval durations for TES will be encoded 
somewhat approximately, the increased accuracy yielded 
by higher order interpolation does not seem, in practice, 
to be necessary. Therefore location of zero-crossings, 
for the study of the RZPDS, is made by first-order 
interpolation.
2.3.2 Testing the software
The first-order interpolation strategy is incorpo­
rated into a program, EP0CH1, which is designed to 
measure real-zero interval (or epoch) durations in a 
speech file. It accepts as input the digitised speech 
file and outputs a results file, which contains a list 
of the successive epoch durations. Figure 2.18 shows 
its flow diagram.
The zero-crossings are detected, by monitoring the 
signs of successive sample values, in accordance with 
Table 2.2. On detection, first-order interpolation allows 
estimation of the zero-crossing time and hence the 
evaluation of XB, the fraction of the sampling interval
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at which the zero-crossing is estimated. The interval 
duration between successive zero-crossings is determined 
by adding the number of complete sample intervals, NDUR, 
to the fractions, XB and X C , evaluated by interpolation.
XC = 1 - XB_^ , where XB_^ is the interpolated fraction 
of the previous epoch. For the first epoch XC is set to 
zero.
The program was tested for correct operation by 
attempting to measure zero-crossing intervals of a known 
test signal. Execution of the program ASCOSS, generates 
a test signal file, which contains samples of the two- 
component signal:
y(t) = 100.0 cos (0.11 X  ^  X t)
+ 150.0 cos (0.055 X  ^  X  t) . . .  (2.9)
Figure 2.19 shows a sketch of the waveform, which has
a fundamental frequency of 550Hz. The test file contains
4 blocks, each of 256 sample points. Since the function
has a period of 18.18 sample intervals each block of the
file contains 14.08 periods, or 28.16 epochs. Thus, the
complete file contains 112.64 epochs. Execution of the
analysis program EP0CH1 on this test file resulted in
112 whole epochs being detected. The measured values of
epoch durations were:
1.159 ± 0.008 ms 
0.659 ± 0.0015 ms
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and the calculated values were:
1.163 ms 
0.655 ms
The test thus verified the following aspects of-the epoch 
measuring program:
(i) General measurement of all epochs in the file, 
under conditions of non-integer relationship 
between the sampling rate and the test signal.
(ii) Smooth follow-on from one block of the file to 
the next.
(iii) Accuracy of the first order estimation algorithm.
2.3.3 Result analysis and conclusions
Having confirmed the algorithm and the program 
implementation of it the available speech files (listed 
in Appendix B) were analysed. The results files were 
further processed by program HPL0T2 to arrange the data 
in graphical format. Execution of the available GRAFIX 
package (GRPLOT, GRAFIX) on the formatted files allows 
the data to be output via the X-Y plotter. It is noted 
that the GRAFIX package results in "point” plots rather 
than histograms, as in the previous case.
Figure 2.20 shows the probability distribution for 
the utterance APPLES, and the voiced/unvoiced distinction 
can be clearly observed. The distributions for the
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remaining utterances are summarised in Figure 2.21, 
where similar effects can be seen. However, in the 
distributions for the utterances CBONLY and BIRD the 
unvoiced peak is much more prominent. This result is 
not contradictory to the previous conclusions, but merely 
an extreme case of the unvoiced peak totally swamping the 
voiced peak. This was due to the high fricative content 
of the utterances, which was revealed after listening to 
the recordings of the utterances.
Sample Result
Zero-crossing at x
Point of contact at x
Zero-crossing at x
TABLE 2.2 Resolution of zero-crossing
ambiguity
2.4 The Proposal of Hybrid-TES
Time encoding of speech depends on the transmission 
of coded shape descriptions for successive extended 
segments of the speech waveform. The waveform is segmented 
between successive real-zeros of the function. For each 
such segment of the waveform the code consists of a single 
digital word. The transmission rate therefore depends on 
the average occurrence of the real-zero segments or 
intervals of speech.
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The probability distribution measurements show 
that the real-zero intervals for voiced sounds are gen­
erally of 1ms-2ms duration. For unvoiced sounds they 
are of 0-0.5ms duration, and in particular for the 
unvoiced fricative sounds they are in the range 50p,s-0.3ms. 
Also, examination of the speech waveform shows that the 
real-zero intervals of the unvoiced sounds are generally 
bunched together and occur in sequence for long durations. 
As a result, the interval generation rate during these 
unvoiced sounds is very high. Indeed a plot of average 
interval generation rate against time for one of the more 
fricatively emphasised speech files confirms this.
A program AERAT1 is designed to take the results 
file obtained from executing EP0CH1, analyse it and present 
the data in a form suitable for plotting by the GRAFIX 
package. Figure 2.22 shows the resulting graph of the 
average interval generation rate (over 50 epochs) against 
time for the speech file CBONLY. The peaks in the graph 
are the result of unvoiced sounds, 'ch', 's', 't', and 
'k' in the utterance "Charles bottleneck". In general, 
the rate of real-zero intervals varies from low 
(s500/second) in the voiced region to very high ( = 600 0/sec) 
in the unvoiced fricative region.
The use of available communication channels requires 
that the coded information be transmitted at a constant
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rate. Matching of the variable interval generation rate 
to the constant transmission rate is possible by inser­
ting a storage buffer at the transmitter and at the 
receiver. In order to cater for the very high generation 
rate during the fricative sounds the transmit buffer 
capacity has to be large. Also, to ensure reconstruction 
of small duration intervals without distortion a delay 
must be introduced at the receiver.
It is in consideration of these requirements that 
an alternative encoding strategy is proposed for TES.
Since the high generation rate and small duration 
intervals are generally due to unvoiced sounds it is here 
that economy must be exercised. Many^^^ ^researchers 
have previously concluded that unvoiced sounds are 
excited by a random source. Since for each of the (im11ed number of 
unvoiced sounds thé vocal t rac t  p erfo rm s a f i l t e r i n g  o p e ra t io n ,  i t  should be  
p o s s ib le  to encode each sound by a single p aram eter  ( s ig n i fy in g  the f i t t e r  
character is t ics )  instead of many epochs, and reco n stru c t  it by . f i l t e r e d  noise 
In this way not only is the overall transmission rate 
expected to be reduced, but also the buffer length and 
consequent delay.
An investigation of the feasibility of this propo­
sition is conducted and is presented in Chapters 3, 4 and 
5. The following general approach is adopted;
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(i) Identification of the unvoiced or high interval 
generation regions of the speech waveform.
(ii) Substitution of the identified unvoiced regions 
by bandlimited random noise to determine the 
types of parameters required for encoding and 
reconstruction.
(iii) Comparison and quantification of wholly TES 
reconstruction and hybrid-TES reconstruction 
regarding: speech quality, probability distri­




IDENTIFICATION OF THE UNVOICED 
REGIONS OF THE SPEECH WAVEFORM
3.1 Introduction
For evaluation of the hybrid-TES proposal it is 
necessary to initially identify the regions of the speech 
waveform which give rise to the high transmission rate.
The identified regions can then be encoded to allow the 
relevant substitutions to be made during reconstruction. 
Since the increase in the transmission rate requirement is 
primarily due to the unvoiced sounds of speech, it is 
necessary to distinguish between these unvoiced sounds 
and the rest.
3.1.1 Review of previous methods
A l g o r i t h m s h a v e  been designed in the past, 
which identify the voiced and unvoiced regions of speech in 
conjunction with pitch analysis. For example, in the
(33 \
cepstral pitch detector the voiced-unvoiced (V-UV)
decision is made on the basis of the amplitude of the 
largest peak in the cepstrum. As pointed out by Atal and 
Rabiner^^^) there are two disadvantages in this approach 
to general V-UV decision making. First, the decision is 
based on a single feature - the degree of voice periodicity 
Voiced speech is only approximately periodic; sudden 
changes in articulation and the idiosyncracies of vocal
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cord vibrations can produce speech waveforms which are 
not periodic. In such cases, a feature such as the ampli­
tude of the largest cepstral peak will fail to distinguish 
voiced speech from unvoiced. In practice, additional 
features such as the rate of zero-crossings of the speech 
waveform, the ratio of low to high-frequency energy, etc, 
must be included in the decision procedure. Secondly, 
the V-UV decision is tied to the pitch detection which may 
be acceptable for speech synthesis applications. However, 
for other applications, such as speech segmentation or 
speech recognition, the linking of V-UV decision to pitch 
detection can result in unnecessary complexity as well as 
in poorer performance, particularly at the boundaries 
between voiced and unvoiced speech. For pitch detection, 
a large speech segment, 30-40ms long, is necessary, which 
can result in unwarranted mixing of voiced and unvoiced 
speech. By separating the V-UV decision from pitch 
detection, it is possible to perform the V-UV decision on 
a much shorter segment, thereby enabling faster tracking 
of the changes from one class to another.
Consequently Atal and Rabiner*^^* proposed a pattern 
recognition system to achieve a voiced-unvoiced-silence 
classification of speech on the basis of the measurement 
of five features from successive 10ms segments of speech. 
The five features measured were: energy of the signal;
zero-crossing rate of the signal; autocorrelation
^  More re c e n t ly  shorter segments have been used
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coefficient at unit sample delay; first predictor 
coefficient; and energy of the prediction error. The 
method assumes a normal distribution for the variation 
of the features and computes a statistical distance 
measure from the set of feature measurements to classify 
the segment. Choice of the features, in this case, was 
based partly on the experimental evidence that the para­
meters vary consistently from one class to another, and 
partly on the knowledge of the method in which voiced and 
unvoiced sounds are generated in the human vocal tract. 
They felt that the set of parameters represented a good 
compromise between the complexity in their measurement 
procedures and their ability to discriminate between the 
three classes reliably across a wide variety of speakers, 
However, they made it clear that these parameters are not 
the only possibility and that, quite likely, a better 
choice could be realised by careful evaluation of a 
different set.
It is not surprising, therefore, that many different 
approaches have been used in the past, and will be used 
in the future, in order to obtain a reliable V-UV classi­
fication. Preference of one approach over another is 
primarily determined by the particular application in 
which such a system is to be used.
A non-parametric method of classifying speech has
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(37)been presented by Seigel . In his method the decision 
is arrived at by measurement of six features of which no 
assumption is made about the probability distribution.
The design was achieved by viewing the decision-making 
process as a pattern classification problem and thus 
defining/a)a set of speakers from which frames of speech 
are selected to characterise voiced and unvoiced segments and, 
(b) a set of features which can be used in making the 
classification. In order to use as few frames as possible 
and as few features as possible, a procedure was developed 
in which the contributions from the two sources of infor­
mation were interleaved.
Another technique, which uses a different approach fro m
that of Atal and Rabiner and claims simplicity, has been
(38)realised by Knorr . In his technique the decision is 
made by measuring the short-time spectral energy distribu­
tion of a low-pass filtered (voiced) and high-pass 
filtered (unvoiced) speech waveform. The cut-off frequen­
cies of the low-pass and high-pass filters is 1000Hz and 
5000Hz respectively. The frequency band between these 
cut-off frequencies is unused because of ambiguities that 
exist for certain elements of voiced speech which have 
sufficient energies above f = 1000Hz, such as higher formant 
frequencies and high-frequency bursts during pitch excita­
tion. In addition, there are many unvoiced speech segments.
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mainly fricatives, which have substantial spectral 
energies below f = 5000Hz. The simplicity of this 
technique is evident enough, but its suitability is 
limited to applications of wideband speech analysis only 
(ie, > 5000Hz).
The actual effectiveness of these methods has been 
measured in two ways:
(i) by comparing the number of segments manually 
classified into the three categories and the 
number of segments analytically classified by 
the respective algorithms;
and
(ii) by informal auditory evaluation of the V/UV 
classifications made by synthesising speech 
from the analysis parameters and the 
classifiers V/UV decisions.
3.1.2 The hybrid-TES method
Although all the above techniques are available and 
have been, individually, shown to be successful, they 
cannot be readily applied to the task at hand. This 
chapter therefore presents a technique which is specifi­
cally designed for application to TES. Consequently, 
there are some important differences between this and the 
previous techniques. These differences are:
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(i) The algorithm operates on epochs (or real-zero 
intervals) rather than on segments of fixed 
duration. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, 
in the speech waveform, there are significant 
acoustic features which last for only one or a 
few pitch cycles in duration. If the cycles are 
averaged over a fixed period of time, which is 
the case in previous techniques, then the infor­
mation is irretrievably lost. Such transient 
events frequently occur at vowel-consonant and 
consonant-vowel boundaries as well as between
other acoustically distinct regions, within stop
( 39 )consonants for example . Secondly, this is a 
feature of time encoded speech, and thus the 
measurement of it does not incur any extra 
loading on the processor.
(ii) Strictly, for the hybrid-TES strategy proposed in 
the previous chapter, it is necessary to differ­
entiate only between voiced speech and unvoiced
(23)speech. However, it has been shown that
further reductions in the transmission rate 
requirements can be achieved by encoding the 
silence regions of speech more efficiently.
For this reason the algorithm identifies the 
three different regions: voiced speech, unvoiced 
speech and silence.
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(iii) Different detection strategies are employed at 
the different transition regions. Since it is 
the stable regions of unvoiced sounds which give 
rise to the high epoch rate the transition 
regions between the voiced and unvoiced sounds 
are classified as voiced. That is, the class 
is not considered to be changed until the speech 
waveform is well into the unvoiced regions, 
whereas at the unvoiced to voiced transition the 
class is immediately changed over.
The transition regions between silence and 
unvoiced sounds are classified as unvoiced. This 
is because during the reconstruction process 
the silence regions are to be reconstructed as 
silence and if the unvoiced transitions are 
identified as silence the important unvoiced 
sound identification cues will be lost.
The criterion used for decision-making is based on 
two parameter measurements, and the trend of previous 
such measurements. These parameters are simple to derive 
and yet highly effective in differentiating between the 
three classes: voiced sounds, unvoiced sounds, and
silence. They are:
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(i) The length of time between the real-zero crossings, 
ie the epoch duration, ED.
(ii) The amplitude of the epoch, EA.
The choice of these parameters is based partly on the 
application of the algorithm and partly on the knowledge 
that these parameters vary from one class to another.
3 .2 Measurement of Parameters
Figure 3^1 shows the block diagram of the analysis 
and decision algorithm.
The epoch duration is determined by detecting the 
occurrence of real-zero crossings and measuring the length 
of time between successive crossings. The criterion used 
is to detect a sign change in the sample values and 
measure the length of time which elapses before the next 
sign change occurs. First-order linear interpolation 
enables determination of the zero-crossing position between 
the two samples of opposite polarity.
The amplitude of the epoch is given by the maximum 
sample value between the real-zero crossings.
The trend of parameter measurements is determined by 
keeping a record of the previous epoch amplitudes and durations
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Before proceeding to a detailed discussion of the 
decision algorithm, it is necessary to discuss observa­
tions on the nature of variation of the above parameters 
for each of the three classes.
Unvoiced speech (fricatives and stop consonants) is 
produced due to excitation of the vocal tract by a noise­
like source at a point of constriction in the interior of 
the vocal tract. While the spectrum of the noise source 
is flat, the vocal tract response usually varies with 
f r e q u e n c y T h e  fricative sounds are characterised as 
sustained high frequency regions whi,le the stop consonants 
usually have a pause portion followed by a high frequency 
burst.
( 39 )Time-domain analysis by Baker has revealed that
at the beginning and at the end of the high frequency 
portion of the fricative, there usually is a 
discontinuity and often a decrease in amplitude where the 
fricative is preceded by a vowel. At these places is 
found one or a few cycles characterised by lower cycle- 
frequencies than those of the other cycles in the acoustic 
segment immediately preceding and the acoustic segment 
immediately following this transitional phenomena.
Figure 3.4 illustrates this effect in the transition between 
the sounds '1' and 's' of the utterance "Charles". As the 
waveform transitions from prior context into an unvoiced
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stop-consonant the cycle-frequency and amplitude drop 
sharply. This is the familiar pause portion of the stop- 
consonant. Although this pause portion lasts only one or 
a few cycles, the cycle-frequencies are quite low, often 
less than 100Hz, which is consistent with the relatively 
long duration of this acoustic segment. Figure 3.5 
illustrates this in the transition from the sound 'o' to 
't ' of the utterance "Bottleneck".
Confirmation of some of the remaining observations 
is provided by the measurements in Chapter 2. The 
probability distribution shows that the high frequency 
portions of the unvoiced sounds result in small duration 
epochs - typically less than 400p,s. The epoch rate-v-time 
graph shows that the high frequency and thus the high epoch 
rate regions are sustained over quite long periods.
Voiced speech is produced as a result of excitation
of the vocal tract by the periodic flow of air at the
glottis. The spectrum of the glottal air flow decreases
(36)with frequency at approximately 12dB/octave , thereby 
producing a concentration of energy at low frequencies 
in the speech signal. Consequently, the epoch durations 
are expected to be large. Indeed, confirmation of this 
is provided by the probability distribution measurements, 
where the voiced epochs are, typically, 1.0-2.0ms in 
duration.
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It is difficult to characterise s i l e n c e ( o r  
inter-word spaces) since the parameters can vary consider­
ably from one environment to another, reflecting the 
variable characteristics of the background or room noise. 
Quite often, the spectrum of room noise is concentrated 
at low and middle frequencies. In such cases, the epoch 
durations for silence would be expected to be larger than 
for unvoiced speech, but quite comparable to those for 
voiced speech. In a quiet background the power and hence 
the amplitude of the silence epochs is lower than for 
voiced and unvoiced speech.
An interpretation of all these observations and the 
trend of variation of the parameters for the three classes 
is given in Figure 3.2. A real scatter diagram for the 
speech file CBONLY illustrates this trend in Figure 3.6.
The decision algorithm makes use of this trend of variation 
of the parameters and attempts to differentiate between 
the three classes of speech.
3.3 The Decision Algorithm
The performance of the algorithm can be conveniently 
expressed by a state diagram, as shown in Figure 3.3. When 
the algorithm is first initiated the class of speech is 
silence. Epoch parameters are then measured and compared 
with the previous measurements (if any) and the class is
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revised accordingly. Voiced and unvoiced sounds are 
differentiated on the basis of epoch durations, whereas 
the decision between silence and non-silence is made by 
comparing epoch amplitudes.
Figure 3.7 shows the flow diagram for the decision 
algorithm. The value of ICLASS determines the class of 
speech to which the epoch under examination belongs :
ICLASS = -1, indicates an epoch in the unvoiced region; 
ICLASS = 0, indicates silence; and ICLASS = 1 ,  indicates 
an epoch in the voiced region. When the algorithm is in 
one of the three states comparisons are made to detect 
the change of trend and hence revise ICLASS. The trend 
is determined by monitoring amplitudes and durations of 
previous epochs over different intervals.
The actual requirements which have to be satisfied 
at the transition region from one class to another are 
summarised in Table 3.1 and are described in more detail 
below.
3.3.1 The silence state
When in the silence state detection of voiced or 
unvoiced sounds is achieved by comparing amplitude levels, 
EA, of the epochs with a threshold level, T. Since the 
decision to change the class has to be made on the trend 
of epoch amplitudes, it is not sufficient to decide on the
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Present






Silence Voiced (EA>T).AND.(ED>DUR) 2
Unvoiced (EA>T).AND.(ED<DUR) 2
Silence (EA<T) 1
Voiced Silence (PAV<T) LIM
Unvoiced (ED<DUR) LIM
Voiced (ED>DUR).AND.(PAV>T) 1
Unvoiced Voiced (ED>DUR) 2
Silence (PAV<T) LIM
Unvoiced (ED<DUR).AND.(PAV>T) 1
TABLE 3.1 Summary of the state transition
requirements
amplitude variation of just one epoch. At the same time 
however, the decision cannot be delayed for too many epochs 
because the important transient information may be lost.
For this reason, it was decided to take the amplitude 
information of two successive epochs.
When the amplitude, EA, of two successive epochs 
exceeds the threshold, T, the class of speech changes to 
either voiced or unvoiced, depending on the epoch durations. 
It changes to voiced if the durations are longer than the 
value 'DUR' and to unvoiced if they are shorter. Figure 3.8
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shows the flow diagram for decision-making in the silence 
state.
3.3.2 The voiced state
Whilst in this state it is necessary to be able to 
detect silence or unvoiced sounds. As the voiced sounds 
are the most informative part of speech, it is important 
that they remain unprocessed and undistorted. For this 
reason, a certain amount of hysteresis is incorporated in 
the algorithm so that the change of class only takes place 
when the speech is well into the new region. This is 
accomplished by monitoring the trend of amplitude and 
duration for a large number of epochs.
When the average amplitude level, PAV, of the previous 
'LIM' epochs falls below the threshold, T, the class is
changed to silence. The present value, PAV^^^^^, is
determined from the previous value PAV^^^ as:
(PAV * LIM) + EA 
= ----  LIM + 1-------  • • • (3-1)
where LIM = the number of previous epochs over
which the average is taken
EA = the latest epoch amplitude
The initial value of PAV is set to the epoch amplitude 
before  the voiced state is first entered.
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Detection of the unvoiced sounds is made by -counting 
the number of consecutive epochs having durations less 
than the value 'DUR'. When the number of epochs exceeds 
the value LIM the class is changed to unvoiced. The 
counting procedure is a necessary step in differentiating 
between small amplitude, small duration epochs in the 
voiced region and the true unvoiced epochs. Figure 3.9 
shows the flow diagram for this state.
3.3.3 The unvoiced state
Here, the requirement is the detection of silence or 
voiced sounds. Silence is detected by monitoring the 
average epoch amplitude level, as in the previous case. 
Detection of voiced sounds is made by monitoring the 
duration of epochs. When the duration of two consecutive 
epochs exceeds the value 'DUR' the state is changed to 
voiced. The flow diagram for this state is given in 
Figure 3.10.
3.4 Determination of the Reference Parameters
Successful operation of the algorithm depends on the 
values used for the reference parameters, which are:
(i) the epoch duration boundary, DUR, between the 
voiced sounds and the unvoiced sounds;
(ii) the threshold amplitude, T, for differentiating 
between silence and non-silence;
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(iii) the number of consecutive epochs, LIM, for
differentiating between true unvoiced epochs 
and the small amplitude, small duration epochs 
within the voiced regions.
Due to the lack of theoretical concepts for analytic 
evaluation, the parameters are determined by experiment.
The decision algorithm is incorporated into the 
program, CLASS, and is used to process speech files of the 
utterances listed in Appendix B. The program accepts as 
input the speech file to be processed and pre-set values 
for the reference parameters. It outputs a classified 
file, which has three amplitude levels; positive for 
voiced speech; negative for unvoiced speech and zero for 
silence.
The approach for determining the pre-set values of 
the reference parameters is to process one speech file 
and determine the most relevant values and to later amend 
them (if necessary) for the remaining files. Each of the 
parameters are determined by first presetting two and 
noting the effect of variation of the third. When the most 
appropriate value has been selected for this variable 
parameter, it is pre-set to this value and one of the 
remaining two are varied. In this way the most appropriate 
values for all three parameters are determined.
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3.4.1 Threshold amplitude, T
The purpose of this reference parameter is to differ­
entiate between the silence and non-silence regions of 
speech. The one significant difference between these 
regions is the amplitude of their epochs - being small for 
silence and large for non-silence. Successful separation 
can thus be achieved by comparing the amplitude of the 
speech epochs with a fixed reference value. If the epoch 
amplitude is less than the reference then it may be regarded 
as a silence epoch and if it is more than the reference it 
may be regarded as a non-silence epoch.
The idea of a reference voltage has been introduced, 
previously, for the measurement of the probability distri­
bution of real-zero intervals of speech, where the require­
ment was to separate the portion of the probability 
distribution due to the speech wave alone and that due to 
the system noise in the inter-word spaces. It was concluded 
then that the reference (or threshold) voltage should be 
a variable, dependent on the speech signal to noise ratio. 
However, the requirement in this case i s different. The 
threshold voltage is used to identify regions of the speech 
wave which may be reconstructed as silence. Reconstruction 
of noisy inter-word spaces as silence would result in a 
very unnatural effect. Thus, for conversations conducted 
in a noisy background silence does not exist. In such 
cases the algorithm should only distinguish between the
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voiced and unvoiced regions, with the category of the 
inter-word spaces depending on the epoch durations. This 
is achieved by having a fixed amplitude reference, which 
has to be determined with care: too high a value would 
cause the non-silence regions to be regarded as silence, 
hence causing distortion during reconstruction, and too 
low a value would allow much of the silence to go undetected 
Since the reason for detecting silence is to allow a 
reduction in data, it is important that the maximum amount 
of silence is detected. A measure of the amount of silence 
detected can be given by the epoch reduction achieved when 
the individual silence segments are each regarded as one 
epoch. Thus, determination of the parameter can be made 
by measuring the epoch count reduction and the distortion 
introduced with the parameter set to different values, 
where distortion is measured qualitatively by audible 
comparison.
The speech file CBONLY is used for initialising the
parameters as it comprises a fair proportion of all three
classes of speech (voiced, unvoiced and silence) and they
are easily identifiable. Figure 3.11 shows the reduction
in epoch count against the threshold value for this file,
under varying conditions. The graph shows a sharp rise in
*
the reduction of epochs up to a threshold of about 10.0. 
Beyond this value the rise in epoch reduction is less 
steep. Introduction of distortion is apparent at higher
♦  T h resho ld  a m p l i tu d e  in m a c h in e  units
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values of threshold, although a reduction in the value of 
LIM causes distortion to be noticed at lower threshold 
values. With LIM = 40.0 distortion is observed at a 
threshold of about 40,0, whereas LIM = 20.0 causes 
distortion at a threshold of about 30.0. Additionally, 
a reduction in LIM gives higher epoch reductions.
In order to steer clear of distortion and yet still 
achieve a reasonable reduction in epochs, a threshold 
amplitude of 20.0 (or 38dB below the peak) was selected. 
Processing of other speech files with this value of 
threshold gives a minimum epoch reduction of 10% (APPLE8) 
and in one case as much as 20% (BIRD).
These figures are very much lower than the figures 
presented by A l - D o u b o o n i ^ , where he showed that epoch 
rates of three different utterances could be reduced from 
2075, 2181, 2163 to 1103, 1004, 704 respectively by 
symmetrically thresholding at between 30 and 36dB below the 
peak. These high epoch rate reductions are possibly due 
to the unusually large epoch rates before thresholding.
In addition, the thresholding method used by Al-Doubooni 
eliminates all epochs below the threshold level and not 
just in the inter-word spaces.
Indeed, advantage could be taken of these extra large 
reductions by performing the thresholding, as presented by
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Al-Doubooni, before attempting to classify the waveform 
into the three regions. In this way the silence regions 
could be more easily identified, since in these regions 
the amplitude would be zero and therefore below the thres­
hold of the classification algorithm.
3.4.2 Epoch duration, DUR
This parameter is used to differentiate between 
the epochs which are definitely due to voiced sounds and 
those which may be due to voiced or due to unvoiced sounds. 
For instance, if the epoch duration is longer than the 
reference value, DUR, then the epoch is almost certainly 
due to voiced sounds. If, on the other hand, the duration 
is less than DUR the epoch may be due to voiced or unvoiced 
sounds and further comparisons are necessary for classifi­
cation .
The value of the reference duration depends on the 
effect of variation. Too high a value will cause some of 
the voiced epochs to be regarded as unvoiced epochs, 
hence causing distortion during reconstruction; and too 
low a value will make the algorithm very selective, such 
that only very high frequency unvoiced sounds are detected.
In order to ensure optimum data reduction the 
maximum length of unvoiced region has to be detected.
Again, the epoch reduction achieved, by regarding each
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detected segment of unvoiced sound as one epoch, gives 
an indication of the data reduction. The determination 
of DUR can thus be achieved by noting the effect it has 
upon the speech quality and the epoch count.
Figure 3.12 shows the effect on epoch count of 
varying DUR and LIM; and Figure 3.13 shows the introduc­
tion of distortion with variation of DUR and LIM, where 
the distortion was judged subjectively by three trained 
listeners.
The speech file CBONLY was processed with different 
values of DUR and LIM, in which the detected unvoiced 
regions were replaced with zero amplitude samples. The 
listeners were presented with these processed files in the 
order shown in Figure 3.3 and were asked to determine the 
highest value of LIM at which they could not detect any 
distortion of the voiced regions of the utterance. One 
listener judged distortion to be absent above LIM = 15, 
whereas the other two concluded that distortion was 
present for up to and including LIM = 20. These values 
were confirmed when the files were presented in reverse 
order.
From the point of view of epoch reduction, the 
higher value of DUR is desirable. However, the higher 
value of DUR leads to a greater distortion, unless the
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value of LIM is maintained high. Since it is desirable 
to achieve the highest epoch reduction a value for DUR 
of 4.0 (400p,s) was selected. This imposes the restriction 
that the value of LIM be in excess of 25 for distortion- 
free classification.
3.4.3 Epoch count, LIM
This parameter is used to differentiate between the 
small duration epochs which may be in the midst of voiced 
sounds and those due to unvoiced sounds. The sequence of 
epochs having duration less than the value DUR are counted 
If the number of such epochs is less than the reference 
value LIM then these epochs are regarded as due to voiced 
sounds. When the number exceeds the reference value LIM, 
the epochs are regarded as being due to unvoiced sounds.
As explained in the previous section, two effects of 
varying the value of LIM are: distortion and epoch
reduction. A third effect comes to light after a visual 
observation of the classification of the speech file and 
this is sensitivity to change of class, where sensitivity 
is defined as a momentary change of class. Figures 3.12 
and 3.13 show the epoch count and distortion effects 
respectively. Figure 3.14 illustrates the sensitivity 
effect and lists the blocks of the speech file in which 
these momentary changes are detected.
Selection of DUR required that LIM should be at least
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25. Sensitivity is lowest when LIM is high. Also, high 
values of LIM give lower epoch reductions. Bearing these 
restrictions in mind, LIM was set at a value of 30.
3.5 Results Analysis and Discussion
The reference parameters were set to their determined 
values and the algorithm (CLASS) was used to identify the 
different regions of speech for the speech files listed in 
Appendix B. It is both pointless and space consuming to 
illustrate the results for all speech files. Instead, only 
the classification for the speech file CBONLY is shown. 
Figure 3.15 shows the speech waveform with the class iden­
tification superimposed. The three classes of speech are 
indicated by three amplitude levels: positive for voiced;
negative for unvoiced; and zero for silence.
In the class identification of Figure 3.15 three 
areas of sensitivity can be observed, one in block 2 and 
two in block 69. They indicate difficulty in differen­
tiating between silence and unvoiced sounds. This does 
not represent a serious problem since if the silence is 
incorrectly identified as unvoiced then the amplitude 
information will be such as to make the unvoiced sounds 
inaudible after reconstruction. If, on the other hand, 
the unvoiced sounds are identified as silence, then the 
amplitude of the unvoiced sounds must be so low as to be
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considered inaudible. A problem could be encountered if 
any of the voiced sounds are incorrectly identified as 
silence or unvoiced. However, this is unlikely because 
of the low value used for the threshold, T, and the high 
value for the reference parameter, LIM.
The advantage of a low threshold is that epochs 
having amplitudes less than the threshold will be inaudible 
and therefore can be regarded as silence. Epochs having 
amplitudes larger than the threshold can be regarded as 
non-silence. If the background noise is such that there 
are no epochs below the threshold amplitude, the algorithm 
fails to identify any silence regions, instead it just 
differentiates between voiced and unvoiced sounds. This 
is a desirable effect since if the background noise 
during inter-word or inter-sentence periods is audible it 
would be unnatural to transmit it as silence. Thus, with 
a low threshold value a high background noise is identified 
as either voiced or unvoiced sounds, depending upon which 
criteria is met.
Processing of the remaining speech files with the 
reference parameters set at T = 38dB below peak,
DUR = 400^s and LIM = 30 shows that the three classes 
of speech are successfully identified. Here success is 
defined as 'incurring no errors in the identification of 
voiced regions', although permitting some sensitivity in 
the silence or unvoiced regions.
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CHAPTER 4
DETERMINATION OF THE ENCODING AND RECONSTRUCTION 
PARAMETERS FOR UNVOICED SOUNDS
4.1 Introduction
Having designed an algorithm for identifying the 
unvoiced regions of speech, it is now possible to investi­
gate the encoding and reconstruction aspects of hybrid-TES. 
It is intended here to replace the identified unvoiced 
regions of speech by spectrally shaped noise and hence 
determine the parameters which allow optimum reconstruction
Initial tests have shown that a single noise source is 
not sufficient to replace all unvoiced sounds; instead the 
availability of many noise sources, with different 
frequency characteristics, is required for good quality 
reconstruction. Embodied within this requirement is the 
added task of identifying which of the noise sources must 
be used to reconstruct a particular region of the unvoiced 
sounds.
4.1.1 Identification of the Sounds
In essence, the identification problem lies in differ­
entiating between the different unvoiced sounds. Standard 
English has the following unvoiced sounds; the fricative 
consonants, /f/ as in "leaf", /s/ as in "base".
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/sh/ as in "leash", /th/ as in "teeth", /ch/ as in "church"; 
and the stop consonants, /p/ as in "pet", /k/ as in "kit" 
and /t/ as in "ten". Generally, the fricatives are charac­
terised as sustained high frequency regions, whereas the 
stops are characterised by "silence" preceding a burst of 
high frequency signal. When the stop is adjacent to a vowel, 
there are usually three regions: transition, silence and
burst or silence, burst and transition; where the trans­
ition is the rapid change in the formant frequencies»
(41 )Hughes, Halle and Radiy have shown that of these three
regions only the silence is a necessary cue - the silence 
with either transition or burst is a sufficient cue for 
identifying a stop. However, except for the differentiation 
between /f/ and /th/ the transitions of the formants in 
the adjacent vowels contribute little towards the identi­
fication of the fricatives. Thus, the primary cues for 
identification of the fricative sounds are contained in 
the spectra of the fricative portion.
(42 )Hughes et al have determined these spectral prop­
erties of the unvoiced sounds and consequently have developed 
spectral analysis techniques for identifying these sounds 
individually. However, since one requirement of TES is 
low terminal cost real-time identification of the sounds
through spectral analysis is not feasible. On the other
(43 )hand, Ito and Donaldson have shown that unvoiced sounds
are distinguishable from each other on the basis of the
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zero-crossing (or epoch) rates, the determination of which 
is a simple task. They manually selected 10ms segments 
from stable regions of the unvoiced sounds and performed 
measurements of zero-crossings for the normal signal and 
for the differentiated signal. They concluded that the 
unvoiced fricatives /s/, /sh/ and /f/ are differentiable 
from each other, solely on the basis of the zero-crossing 
rate of the derivative signal,w h ereas  o n ly  the  sounds /s/ and 
/sh/ can be distinguished . by the normal signal. In 
addition, for unvoiced stop consonants the zero-crossing 
rate of either the normal signal or its derivative is 
useful for classification, provided some information 
concerning the contextual environment is available.
These measurements were performed on broad-band speech
which is bandlimited between 0-8kHz. Since some elements
of voiced speech (eg higher formant frequencies and high
( 32 )frequency bursts during pitch excitation ) have suffi­
cient energies up to about 4000Hz, differentiation succeeds 
in further separating the voiced and unvoiced sounds. 
However, for severely bandlimited speech (eg 300-3400Hz) 
differentiation of the signal only helps to equalise the 
zero-crossing rates of the higher frequency voiced sounds 
and the unvoiced sounds, thus making it difficult to 
distinguish between them.
For the present case, therefore, identification of the
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unvoiced sounds is attempted on the basis of the 
zero-crossings of the normal speech. Since the zero- 
crossings alone are not sufficient to identify individual 
sounds, additional cues are provided by
the classification algorithm which correctly codes the 
silence and transition regions of the stops; and the 
first 30 epochs {= 30 x 0.4 s 12ms) of the fricative 
sounds.
4.1.2 Encoding and reconstruction
Another important requirement of TES is that the 
*
catalogue of symbols must be kept at a minimum. Hybrid-TES 
obviously increases the number of symbols in the catalogue 
because it requires additional symbols to describe the 
unvoiced sounds. However, the increase can be kept to a 
minimum if the number of symbols used to describe each 
noise source is restricted to one, ie if the number of 
noise sources required is eight, then only eight extra 
symbols are needed in the catalogue for hybrid-TES.
This requirement can be satisfied by encoding the 
complete unvoiced region in short segments of fixed dura­
tion, where the average epoch rate during each segment 
determines the noise source to be used during reconstruc­
tion. In addition, this segmentation procedure allows 
closer tracking of the spectral characteristics of the 
unvoiced sounds.
Üf R e f e r s  to encoded epochs
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For unvoiced regions which are shorter than the 
segment duration reconstruction can be achieved by using 
voiced symbols. This is an adaption from the vocoder 
technology.
In a vocoder it is required to differentiate between 
voiced and unvoiced sounds. The decision is based on 
speech segments of 10ms duration. If the 10ms segment 
contains a transition between unvoiced and voiced sounds 
and the unvoiced portion is greater than half, then, 
depending on the parameters used for decision-making, the 
segment could be labelled as voiced. This means that the 
unvoiced portion will be reconstructed as voiced. The 
speech reconstructed in this way is of acceptable quality. 
Therefore, it seems feasible, for hybrid-TES, to replace 
portions of the unvoiced sound which are less than the 
segment duration, by voiced symbols of the same duration, 
without incurring excessive distortion.
In the previous chapter it was pointed out that 
silences can be transmitted more efficiently than by simply 
encoding between the real-zero intervals. In this chapter 
an actual method for encoding silences is proposed, which 
is to encode it similarly to the unvoiced sounds, ie by 
segmentation of the silence regions. The only difference 
between encoding unvoiced sounds and silences is in the 
amplitude information, where for silence segments the
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amplitude information is zero. In this way encoding of 
silences does not incur any additional symbols in the 
catalogue.
4.2 Segmentation of the Identified Regions
Since encoding of the unvoiced and silence regions 
of speech is to be achieved by segmentation, an algorithm 
is designed for this purpose.
The identification algorithm determines the class of 
each epoch individually. Depending on the class, the epochs 
are processed in one of three ways.
4.2.1 Unvoiced epochs
The duration of each of the unvoiced epochs is added 
to obtain unvoiced segments of fixed duration. A record 
is also kept of the number of epochs required to make up 
the segment. This allows calculation of the average epoch 
rate, which is the parameter that is used during the 
reconstruction of the segment.
For regions where the duration of the unvoiced sound 
is not an exact multiple of the segment duration, the end 
portion is encoded as a voiced symbol. When the epoch class 
changes to silence or voiced the stored unvoiced duration 
is processed first. Figure 4.1 shows the flow diagram.
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4.2.2 Silence epochs
Segmentation of the silence regions is made in 
exactly the same way as the unvoiced regions, with the 
exception that the amplitude information accompanying the 
encoded symbol is zero. In addition, the remaining 
information (if any) from the previous class of epochs 
is processed before the silence epochs. Figure 4.2 shows 
the flow diagram for segmenting the silence regions.
4.2.3 Voiced epochs
Since the voiced regions are encoded epoch by epoch 
there is no need for segmentation, and as such no processing 
is required. The only point to note here is, again, the 
requirement for encoding the remaining stored information 
from the previous class. Figure 4.3 shows the flow diagram.
4.3 Substitution of the Identified Regions 
Adequate substitution of the unvoiced segments by
noise forms the crux of the feasibility study. The under­
lying factors affecting the quality of reconstruction are;
(i) the identification of the different unvoiced 
sounds;
and (ii) the availability of numerous noise sources for 
reconstructing these different sounds.
As regards the identification, the only means available, 
within the constraints of TES, is through detection of 
the epoch rate variation due to the different sounds.
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The limitation with regard to the availability of noise 
sources is the size of the symbol catalogue, which is to 
be kept at a minimum.
During substitution consideration should be given to 
the amplitude and spectral information of the segment. A 
simple means of matching the amplitudes is through evalua­
tion of the rectified mean of the unvoiced segment and 
modifying the noise source amplitude accordingly. Spectral 
matching offers two possibilities - average epoch rate, 
and spectral shaping.
4.3.1 Average epoch rate matching
The basis of this method is derived from the work by
Heinz and S t e v e n s o n  the generation of unvoiced sounds
from bandlimited noise. They analysed the spectral aspects
of the fricative consonants from the results presented by 
(42 )
Hughes et al and attempted to generate similar spectral
responses from noise-excited electric circuits whose pole 
and zero frequencies could be varied. They showed that 
reasonably good approximations to the fricative spectra of 
the sounds 's', 'sh' and ' f  could be obtained by white- 
noise excitation of circuits characterised by one zero 
(conjugate-pair) and one pole. After perceptual testing 
the generated sounds were characterised as resonances in 
the range: 2200Hz - 2700Hz for 'sh'; 3500Hz - 6400Hz for
's'; and 6500Hz - 8400Hz for 't ' and 'th', where the
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transitions distinguish between the two sounds.
To the author's knowledge no similar study has been 
conducted for the stop consonants, although it has been 
shown in the past that the burst region of the stop
is similar in characteristics to the fricative sounds. 
Since it is the burst region of the stop which is to be 
reconstructed in hybrid-TES, it is not too unreasonable to 
assume that it could be regenerated similarly to the 
fricative sounds, ie by bandpass filtering random noise.
In a paper on the mathematical analysis of random 
(45 )noise Rice has shown that filtering of noise effectively
controls its zero-crossing rate. He has related the expected 
number of zero-crossings per second, Z, to the upper, fb, 
and lower, fa, cut-off frequencies of an ideal band-pass 
filter by the equation.
2 = 2 [ i  • - f F z  -f à  ] • • • u - 1 )
This method of substitution thus relies on matching the 
average epoch rate of the unvoiced segment to the expected 
zero-crossing rate of the band-pass filtered noise source. 
Since there are eight unvoiced sounds a simple interpretation 
of this method requires that eight band-pass filtered noise 
sources be available to emulate the different sounds.
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4.3.2 Spectral shape matching
From equation (4,1) the expected number of zeros per 
second for a noise source bandlimited between 2.0kHz and 
3.0kHz is 5000. In addition, the expected number of zeros 
per second for a noise source bandlimited between 1.0kHz 
and 3.75kHz is 5000. However, the sounds produced after 
these two filtering operations are quite different. The 
same applies to the unvoiced sounds in that the average 
epoch rates of two sounds may be similar, but because of 
their different spectral shaping the sounds are quite 
different. This illustrates that the sound associated 
with a given zero-crossing rate depends on the centre 
frequency of the filter as well as its bandwidth. Conse­
quently, an alternative method of substitution may be 
considered. In this method the noise source is spectrally 
shaped, in accordance with the unvoiced sound spectrogram, 
instead of simply being band-pass filtered, to match the 
epoch rate.
Actual spectrograms of the speech files CBONLY, BIRD, 
APPLE8 AND APPLE7 are available and they contain all the 
unvoiced sounds except the sound 'f*. However, Potter et 
ai(46) their book "Visible Speech" provide a comprehen­
sive list of the typical spectrograms of all the different 
sounds. A summary of these, for the unvoiced sounds, is 
given in Figure 4.4, and the author's estimation of the 
filter characteristics required to generate them from noise 
is shown in Figure 4.5
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4.4 Determination of the Parameters
The segmentation and substitution algorithms are 
both implemented in a program, REC0N9, to determine the 
quality and parameters of reconstruction. The program 
accepts as input the original speech file, the classified 
file and up to nine noise files; and outputs one recon­
structed speech file.
The classified file identifies the three different 
regions of the original speech file. Each region is repre­
sented by a different amplitude level - positive for voiced; 
negative for unvoiced; and zero for silence.
The original speech file is used to provide the 
necessary information for reconstruction. For unvoiced 
regions it provides the amplitude and average epoch rate 
information and for voiced regions it is available for 
direct copying into the reconstructed file.
The different noise files are used for reconstructing 
the different unvoiced sounds. Each noise file is generated 
by filtering the noise source with the required spectral 
characteristics. The use of noise files is preferred to 
generating noise as required because it simplifies 
programming and enables faster processing speeds. In 
addition, it makes the program flexible to any changes in 
the method of substitution. Figure 4.6 shows the flow 
diagram for the program.
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After initialisation the first blocks of all files 
are read into the appropriate arrays. Inspection of the 
individual sample amplitudes in the classified array 
determines the action to be taken. If the amplitude is 
negative 'I' samples of the original speech file are repla­
ced by *1 * samples from one of the noise files, where *1 ' 
corresponds to the encoding segment duration. The choice 
of noise file is determined by the number of zero-crossings 
detected in the 'I' samples of the original speech file. 
Should the classified amplitude change before an interval 
of 'I* samples, then the original samples are replaced by 
zero. These shorter than segment duration regions of the 
unvoiced sounds should ideally be replaced by voiced symbols 
of the appropriate duration. However, since the object of 
this investigation is to replace unvoiced sounds by noise 
without incurring excessive distortion, TES encoding at 
this stage only makes it difficult to isolate the proportion 
of distortion due to the substitution process. Thus, to 
avoid the effect of TES quantisation the shorter than 
segment duration regions are replaced by zero amplitude 
samples.
If the sample amplitude in the classified array is 
zero the original samples are replaced by zero, and if it 
is positive the original samples remain unaltered.
Execution of the program allows evaluation of the
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quality of reconstructed unvoiced sounds and in turn the 
determination of parameters for the highest quality, where 
the parameters to be determined are: the characteristics
of the reconstruction noise and the duration of the 
encoding segment. The determination of the highest quality 
is achieved by repetitive processing and comparison of 
reconstruction with different parameters. Because the 
number of repetitions may be large, a single trained list­
ener is employed for continuous assessment of the quality. 
However, confirmation of the results is provided through 
gross comparisons by many trained listeners, as explained 
below.
4.4.1 Characteristics of the reconstruction noise
The noise characteristics are determined by generating 
the noise files in accordance with the spectral require­
ments of the substitution method and executing program 
REC0N9 to achieve optimum quality.
A straightforward interpretation of the average epoch 
rate method of substitution requires that the eight noise 
files cover the complete frequency range of the unvoiced 
sounds, which in this case can extend from about 500Hz to 
4.5kHz. Figure 4.7 shows the subdivision of the unvoiced 
frequency range and its corresponding epoch rates, between 
the eight noise files. The reconstructed speech is fully 
intelligible, though not as good in quality as the original
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When attempting to confirm that the reduction of the 
number of noise sources gives poorer quality reconstruction, 
it was observed that the degradation of quality could not 
be perceived until the number of noise files was reduced 
to below four. The approach adopted was to reduce the 
number of files one by one (as illustrated in Table 4.1) 
and reconstruct the speech files CBONLY and BIRD; and 
compare their quality with the initial attempt at reconstruc­
tion. Out of the four trained listeners used for gross 
comparisons, only one was able to perceive a difference 
between the eight source reconstruction and the four source 
reconstruction, whereas all four listeners agreed on the 
difference between the eight source and the three source 
reconstruction. Consequently, it was decided to use four 
noise files for subsequent reconstruction, the parameters 
of which are shown in Figure 4.8.
Initial Attempt 1 1 1
2nd Attempt 1 1
3rd Attempt 1 1
4 th Attempt 1 1
5 th Attempt 1 1
6th Attempt 1
7 th Attempt 1
3 I 4 




5 I 6 
5 I 6 




7  I 8  
7 I 8 
7 I 8
7 I 8 
7 
7
number of noise files 
TABLE 4.1
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The quality of the reconstructed sounds can possibly 
be improved if, instead of being simply bandpass filtered, 
the four noise files are spectrally shaped, in accordance 
with the spectrograms of the sounds they are replacing. 
Fortuitously, the seven filter characteristics in Figure
4.5 can be separated into the three categories: low-pass,
band-pass and high-pass. In this way the filter order 
and cut-off frequencies for each category can be designed 
for the sharpest sounding reconstruction of the group of 
sounds which it replaces. The sounds 'k' and 'p' can be 
regarded as low-pass; the sound 'sh' as band-pass; and 
the sounds 's', 't', 'th' and 'f ' as high-pass; whereas 
the sound 'ch' can be generated from a combination of the 
sounds 't ' and 'sh'. Thus, the four noise files can be 
spectrally shaped as:
noise file (i) - low-pass
noise file (ii) - band-pass
noise file (iii) - high-pass
noise file (iv) - high-pass
Measurement of the epoch rates for the different 
unvoiced sounds can be made by program REC0N3. This pro­
gram requires as input: the original speech file, containing
the unvoiced sound, and the classified version of the 
original speech file; and it outputs a results file which 
presents the number of zero-crossings detected in successive 
segments of the unvoiced and silence regions of the original 
speech file. The results of measurement on the unvoiced
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sounds detected in the utterances of Appendix B are shown 
in Figure 4.9. These results, however, are not general 
enough to base on them a speaker independent reconstruction 
strategy. More characteristic results have been presen­
ted by Ito and D o n a l d s o n ( F i g u r e  4.10), although they 
have been measured on broad-band speech. It is shown in 
Chapter 5 that the effect of filtering is to alter the epoch 
rates. Bearing in mind that the utterances to be recon­
structed, in this case, are bandlimited between10-4.5kHz, 
the results presented by Ito and Donaldson can be applied 
here by rescaling the axes. Such a process enables the 
different unvoiced sounds to be conveniently separated into 
four epoch rate groups, as:
Group (i) < 2800 for sounds k, p
Group (ii) 2801 < 4800 for sounds sh )
Group (iii)480 1 < 6800 for sounds f, th, t )
Group (iv) 6801 < 8800 for sounds s
Thus, the four epoch rate groups can be matched to the four 
noise files, the characteristics of which are determined by 
experiment, for the sharpest sounding reconstruction of the 
unvoiced sounds.
Figure 4.11 shows the spectral characteristics for the 
above requirements, where the experimental approach adopted 
was to arbitrarily set the filter characteristics for the 
four files at some initial value and to adjust each one, in 
turn, to achieve the sharpest reconstruction of the sounds
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it replaces. The group (i), group (ill) and group (iv) 
sounds were adequately reconstructed by the types of filter 
characteristics predicted in Figure 4.5. However, optimum 
quality for the group (ii) sounds could only be achieved by 
means of a second order low-pass Chebyshev filter with cut­
off at 3.3kHz. This type of characteristic is approximately 
equivalent to the band-pass characteristic predicted in 
Figure 4.5, but with reduced attenuation in the stop band. 
Figure 4.12 shows the gain response of the four filter char­
acteristics for the sharpest reconstruction. Gross compari­
son by four trained listeners confirmed that the reconstruc­
tion using the characteristics of Figure 4.11 is sharper 
than the reconstruction using the characteristics of Figure 
4.8.
4.4.2 Segment duration
Encoding of the unvoiced regions by segments of fixed 
duration gives rise to a problem when the unvoiced sound 
duration is not an exact multiple of the segment duration. 
The end portion, which can vary from zero to very nearly 
the segment duration, requires the availability of many 
unvoiced symbols, to encode all possible durations. On the 
other hand, TES requires that the symbol catalogue be kept 
to a minimum. A solution to the problem could be sought 
through encoding the end portion by a voiced symbol. This, 
inevitably, introduces distortion into the speech waveform, 
the amount of which depends on the value of the fixed seg­
ment duration.
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Guidelines for fixing the value are drawn from the 
wealth of literature on vocoders, where it is necessary 
to determine the type of source to be used at the synthe­
sis end. The decision is made, at the analysis end, by 
measuring parameters of successive 10ms segments.
Depending on the parameters, the 10ms segment, containing 
half unvoiced and half voiced speech, is often labelled as 
voiced. In such cases, the unvoiced portions (=5ms) are 
reconstructed by a buzz source, obviously incurring distor­
tion. However, the quality of speech is readily accepted. 
In the present case, therefore, it seems feasible to set 
the segment duration to 5ms.
Actual experiments were conducted with the durations 
set at 5ms and 10ms. The increased distortion was easily 
noticeable with the larger value. It was thus decided to 
fix the duration at 5ms.
4.5 Conclusions
Although the unvoiced sounds can be generated easily 
enough from random noise by spectrally shaping the filter 
characteristics, identification of the individual sounds 
is not possible by epoch rate alone, which only succeeds 
in identifying one of four groups of unvoiced sounds.
There appears to be no advantage in using more than four 
noise sources for reconstruction.
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Processing of the available speech files, with only 
four noise sources, retains the intelligibility of all the 
unvoiced sounds although some naturalness is lost as 
compared with the original. This confirms the view that 
the noise sources only approximate the spectral identifi­
cation cues, whereas the remaining important identification 
cues are provided by the classification algorithm.
The number of extra symbols required in the catalogue 
for hybrid-TES can be restricted to four by encoding the 
unvoiced and silence regions in segments of 5ms duration.
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CHAPTER 5 
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF HYBRID-TES
5.1 Introduction
The feasibility study is concluded by measuring the 
performance of the hybrid-TES encoding technique, in com­
parison with ordinary TES behaviour.
Hybrid-TES is designed to enable savings in the trans­
mitter and receiver buffer size, and delay. A consequence 
of this encoding method is the requirement of the addition 
to the catalogue of four extra symbols.
It is intended in this chapter to quantify the various 
savings and to determine the overall advantage or disad­
vantage of the technique, bearing in mind the overheads 
that are necessarily incurred. Comparisons are made on 
the basis of the buffering requirements, the probability 
distributions and the quality of reconstructed speech.
An investigation is also made of the effect of signal 
processing on hybrid-TES.
5 .2 Buffering Requirements
TES is an example of a variable date-rate source 
encoding scheme. Matching of the variable source-rate to 
the constant transmission rate of a communication system
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is achieved by inserting buffer stores at the transmitter 
and at the receiver. An inherent consequence of this 
buffering strategy is the introduction of a delay into the 
communication system. In a recent paper by Turner et al^^^* 
it is shown that fairly large delays (= 1 sec) may be 
expected in the distortionless transmission of TES. These 
delays are such as to make two-way conversation difficult 
and it has been concluded that further redundancy removal 
techniques have to be developed to remove the large varia­
tions that can occur in basic zero-crossing rates.
Hybrid-TES may be regarded as one such 
technique. It enables a reduction in the requirement of 
the delay and buffer size when compared with ordinary TES.
5.2.1 Delay
The requirement of a system delay arises as the result 
of buffer underflow. That is, the situation in which a 
request is made to the buffer for information, when in fact 
the buffer is empty. Because of the variable nature of 
the data source and the constant transmission rate, buffer 
underflow may occur frequently, both at the transmitter 
and at the receiver. At the transmitter it occurs during 
the relatively long-term persistence of data rates lower 
than transmission rate. At the receiver it occurs during 
periods when the symbol rate is higher than transmission
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rate. Both these conditions of underflow can be avoided 
by the introduction of a delay before information is 
taken from the buffer. Figure 5.1 illustrates the concept.
The system delay is the sum total of the delays 
required at the transmitter and at the receiver. An alter­
native to providing a fixed delay at the transmitter, to 
avoid buffer underflow, has been suggested in (47) as the 
'symbol injection' procedure.
Symbol injection begins when either the transmitter 
buffer is empty, or when the rate at which information is 
required from the buffer is greater than the rate at which 
it enters the buffer from the source. At the receiver 
these injected symbols are simply discarded. The system 
delay, in this case, is a function of the delay required 
at the receiver and the delay introduced due to symbol 
injection. Expressions are derived in (47) which estimate 
the minimum system delay required.
From (47), the minimum system delay, 6 , for distor­
tionless transmission is given as;
B > [N - R + Sj,]max for all t > 0 . . .  (5.1)
r *
where N is the cumulative total number of symbols 
entering the buffer up to time t 
R is the instantaneous rate of source symbol 
generation
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is the number of symbols injected up to time t
is the constant transmission rate
3 can be divided into its delay at the receiver, A, and 
delay due to symbol injection, 6 , so that:
3 = A + ô  . . . ( 5 . 2 )
where A = ~ . . . (5.3)
ir
and S = _ . (5.4)
The delay at the receiver. A, is a function of the source, 
the transmission rate and the number of symbols in the 
buffer. Since the source symbol generation cannot be con­
trolled, a reduction in the receiver delay can only be 
achieved in one of two ways: (i) by increasing the trans­
mission rate, Tj-, as suggested by Mason and Balston^^®^; 
and (ii) by reducing the number of symbols, N, in the
buffer. It should be noted, however, that reduction of N
beyond R does not necessarily cause further reduction in 
the system delay. This is because symbol injection begins 
when N < R and a corresponding increase is caused in 6 , the 
delay due to symbol injection.
Hybrid-TES encoding reduces N by identifying high 
data rate (unvoiced) regions of the speech waveform and 
replacing them by fewer symbols of much longer duration.
The actual reductions depend on the relative proportions
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of the duration and emphasis of unvoiced sounds. That 
is, utterances with long, highly emphasised unvoiced 
sounds achieve the highest reductions in the delay require­
ments .
5.2.2 Buffer size
The basic requirement of the buffer is that it must 
be capable of storing the parameters of each of the symbols 
used to encode the speech waveform. The size of the 
buffer, defined as the capacity of symbol stores, is a 
function of the symbol rate, N, and the transmission rate, 
Tj-« Since the transmission rate remains constant the 
buffer size depends solely bn the symbol rate. The variable 
nature of the symbol rate imposes variable requirements on 
the buffer size.
Various repeat strategies are being considered else­
where which permit a maximum buffer size to be
defined. Basically, when the symbol rate exceeds the 
requirements of the buffer size limits, the input to the 
buffer is discarded and a repeat symbol is stored. When 
transmitted, the repeat symbol instructs the receiver to 
repeat the previous 'X' symbols when decoding. 'X' corres­
ponds to the duration for which the input to the transmit 
buffer was discarded. Obviously, the reconstructed wave­
form becomes distorted and the amount of distortion 
depends on the number of repeats.
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Reduction of the symbol rate obtained by hybrid-TES 
encoding, leads to a reduction in the buffer size require­
ments. Consequently the buffer size limit is invoked less 
frequently. Thus, the number of repeats and hence the 
amount of distortion in the reconstructed waveform is 
reduced. Actual reductions depend on the proportions of 
the utterances for which the symbol rate can be reduced.
5.2.3 Comparison of the delay and buffer size for TES and 
hybrid-TES
The delay and buffer size requirements for TES and 
hybrid-TES encoding can be determined by using the avail­
able buffer simulation program, BCRSIM, the basic form 
of which is illustrated in the block diagram of Figure 5.2
The digitised speech file is presented to the input 
of the system, which measures the real-zero intervals, and 
stores the information in the transmit buffer. The infor­
mation is subsequently transferred to the receive buffer, 
at regular intervals (the transmission rate). After a 
delay, 3 / the system begins to reconstruct the speech 
waveform. The zero-content detector monitors the state 
of the transmit and receive buffers. When the transmit 
buffer is empty or low, symbol injection is initiated.
When the receive buffer empties the program is stopped, 
implying insufficient system delay, 3. When the program 
terminates, for whichever reason, the output terminal 
prints all the system parameters.
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Evaluation of the minimum delay required in trans­
mitting a speech file without distortion is made by trial 
and error. A low value of delay is set and the program 
executed. If the program is completed the delay is ade­
quate and a further reduction in delay may be attempted.
If the program stops when incomplete, then the delay has 
to be increased and the program re-executed. This process 
is repeated until the minimum value for the delay is 
obtained.
The input to the system has to be of the form which 
allows determination of the real-zero intervals. Thus, 
when performing the measurements for hybrid-TES encoding 
care has to be taken to ensure that the input is compatible 
with the system requirements. This is achieved by program, 
TESRE1, which replaces the unvoiced and silence regions of 
the speech file by alternate polarity parabolic type 
symbols, of fixed amplitude and duration, as shown in 
Figure 5.3.
Two series of measurements are made: firstly, the
variation of delay and buffer size with transmission rate, 
and secondly the variation of the number of repeats with 
different buffer size. The transmission rate and the 
minimum delay, for the latter measurements, are preset to 
the values determined by the first series of results. 
Utterances listed in Appendix B are used as the test
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material and the results of measurement are presented 
graphically.
Figures 5.4-5.8 show the variation of the delay with 
the transmission rate, of TES and hybrid-TES superimposed, 
for the five different utterances; and Figures 5.9-5.13 
show similar results for the variation of buffer size with 
transmission rate. Figures 5.14-5.18 show the number of 
repeats, and hence an indication of the distortion intro­
duced into the reconstructed waveform, with varying buffer 
size. For the latter case, the transmission rate was pre­
fixed at 1000 symbols/sec, except for utterance CBONLY 
which was set at 1250 symbols/sec, and the delay set to the 
minimum value required for ordinary TES to just avoid 
receiver buffer underflow for each of the utterances.
5.2.4 Result analysis and discussion
Examination of the graphs in Figures 5.4-5.13 shows 
that considerable reductions are possible in the delay 
and buffer size requirements by using hybrid-TES encoding. 
Table 5.1 compares the possible reductions at three dif­
ferent transmission rates. It is observed that the 
percentage reductions are approximately similar for the 
three transmission rates. Alternatively, the reductions 
may be considered in terms of transmission rate, that is, 
fixing the delay at a preset value and noting the reduc­
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these reductions with the system delay fixed at 200ms, 
which is considered to be t o l e r a b l e .
Excepting the results for utterance FEM1 for the time 
being, as requiring special attention (Section 5.4) , the 
lowest reductions achieved are for utterance APPLES. It 
is observed from Table 5.2 that the transmission rate can 
be reduced by 21% with hybrid-TES encoding. However, the 
consequence of this encoding method is the requirement in 
the symbol catalogue of four extra symbols. To offset the 
four symbol overhead by the 21% reduction in the trans­
mission rate the complete symbol catalogue would have to 
comprise at least 20 symbols.
If the symbol catalogue is exactly 20 symbols, then 
no benefit is derived by using hybrid-TES for this particular
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utterance. For utterances with a high source symbol 
generation rate or for utterances with highly emphasised 
fricatives, eg utterances BIRD and CBONLY, much higher 
reductions in transmission rates (70%, 5l%) are possible. 
Disregarding 21% as the cost of overheads, 49% and 30% 
improvements in transmission rate are still possible when 
using hybrid-TES encoding.
If the symbol catalogue comprises more than 20 symbols 
then the benefits are obvious, even for the minimum reduc­
tion utterance.
If the catalogue comprises less than 20 symbols, 
then for the minimum reduction utterance it is non-bene- 
ficial to employ hybrid-TES encoding. However, benefits 
may be more apparent for utterances of the type BIRD or 
CBONLY.
Since in practice a fixed transmission rate will be 
used, the savings obtained for low epoch rate speech 
(eg utterance APPLES) will not be significant, nor are 
they important. However, a communication system in 
general must be capable of handling utterances with par­
ticular emphasis on the unvoiced sounds. It is for such 
utterances that the hybrid-TES encoding scheme has been 
designed and that is where it is most beneficial.
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Examination of the graphs in Figures 5.14-5.18 
shows that fewer numbers of repeats are required with 
hybrid-TES. This is because with hybrid-TES the buffer 
size requirements are reduced and consequently the limit 
set for repeating is invoked less frequently, as compared 
with ordinary TES,
5.3 Quality Assessment
It is shown, objectively, in the previous section 
that for speech with highly emphasised unvoiced sounds 
reductions can be obtained in the transmission rate 
requirements (or buffer size and delay requirements), by 
using hybrid-TES encoding. This section presents a sub­
jective assessment of the quality of the reconstructed 
speech.
Subjective appraisal of the speech quality may be
made on the basis of i n t e l l i g i b i l i t y a n d  prefer- 
(54 55)ence ' . However, it is not the purpose of this
investigation to measure the absolute quality of hybrid- 
TES, but merely to assess it in relation to the alternative 
proposal for reducing buffer size and delay, which is 
ordinary TES with the repeat strategy. Since both the 
repeat strategy and hybrid-TES are effective in the unvoiced 
regions, a relative assessment can be made by comparing 
the reconstructions obtained from the two techniques.
Thus, a simple test procedure, where a group of listeners
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is asked to show their preference of the two reconstruc­
tion techniques, is sufficient. In some respects, this 
simple procedure may be considered to follow some of the 
engineering practices recommended by the IEEE s u b c o m m i t t e e ^  
for the preference method of subjectively measuring the 
speech quality.
In the test procedure, comparison of similar effects 
can be ensured if for ordinary TES with the repeat strategy 
the buffer size is restricted to that which is required 
for hybrid-TES. In this way, using the buffer size 
requirement for hybrid-TES to limit the buffer size for 
ordinary TES, ensures that no repeats are required for 
hybrid-TES whereas repeats are necessarily invoked for 
ordinary TES. It is important to guarantee that no 
repeats are incurred in the hybrid-TES case, because the 
buffer simulation program does not have facilities for 
hybrid-TES reconstruction. In addition, to ensure that th e  
only distortion effects c o n s i d e r e d  are  t h o s e  d u e  to the  processing  
of  u n v o i c e d  s o u n d s  . , the voiced sounds are reconstructed 
from the original PCM samples.
5.3.1 Comparisons to be made
In chapter 4 two methods of hybrid-TES reconstruction 
were suggested - by bandpass filtering the noise source and 
by spectrally shaping it. Since it has not been determined 
which one of these methods is preferred, it is necessary
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to compare both the methods individually with ordinary 
TES. In addition, for the more fricatively emphasised 
utterances, the same comparisons can be made between the 
reconstructions obtained at different transmission rates.
To further usefully employ the listening effort 
available, other desirable comparisons can be made. For 
example, a comparison between the spectrally shaped noise 
reconstruction and the bandpass filtered noise reconstruc­
tion. Although not directly relevant to this section, 
but useful later, a comparison between the spectrally 
shaped noise and the bandpass filtered noise reconstruction 
can be made at a different original speech bandwidth.
In summary, the following comparisons can be made:
(a) For all utterances. Comparison between spectrally
shaped noise hybrid-TES (SSHT) and ordinary TES with 
repeat strategy (RST), both at 1000 symbols/sec.
ie: SSHT^ - V - RST^
(b) For all utterances. Comparison between bandpass
filtered noise hybrid-TES (BHT) and ordinary TES
with repeat strategy (RST), both at 1000 symbols/sec.
ie: BHTg - V - RST^
(c) For utterances CBONLY and BIRD. Comparison between
spectrally shaped noise hybrid-TES at 1000 symbols/sec
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and ordinary TES with repeat strategy at 14 40 
symbols/sec.
ie: SSHT^ - V - RST^
(d) For utterances CBONLY and BIRD. Comparison between 
bandpass filtered noise hybrid-TES at 1000 symbols/ 
sec and ordinary TES with repeat strategy at 1440 
symbols/sec.
ie: BHT^ - V - RST^
(e) For utterance CBONLY. Comparison between spectrally 
shaped hybrid-TES at 1000 symbols/sec and ordinary 
TES with repeat strategy at 2000 symbols/sec.
ie: SSHTg - V - RST^
(f) For all utterances. Comparison between spectrally 
shaped noise hybrid-TES and bandpass filtered noise 
hybrid-TES with the original speech at full band­
width (10-4.5kHz).
ie: SSHT^ - V - BHT„F F
(g) For utterances CBONLY and BIRD. Comparison between 
spectrally shaped noise hybrid-TES and bandpass 
filtered noise hybrid-TES with the original speech 
bandlimited to 300-3.4kHz.
ie: SSHTg - V - BHT^
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5.3.2 Presentation to the listeners
The set of comparisons to be made for each of the 
utterances is shown in the upper half of Table 5.3. All 
these comparisons are repeated in reverse order to elimi­
nate any local effects, as shown in the lower half of 
Table 5.3.
For the presentation to the listeners the comparisons 
were recorded in a random order, as shown in Figure 5.19. 
In order to ascertain the validity of the results, through­
out the comparison set a control comparison was included 
after every seventh comparison. This control utterance 
took the form of a comparison between the unprocessed 
version of the utterance APPLES and a noise degraded 
version of it (SNR = 30dB).
The tests were conducted in a language laboratory 
which is capable of accommodating 20 listeners at a time. 
The listeners were presented with the instructions shown 
in Figure 5.20 and were asked to indicate the sentence of 
their preference in each of the comparison pairs that 
were played over the headphones, via the control centre.
5.3.3 Result analysis and discussion
Altogether twelve listeners volunteered to participate 
in the listening tests and of these five had previously 









































trained listeners. However, the results from the trained 
listeners are not treated differently to the results 
from the untrained listeners, because the effect of 
training was investigated separately by asking the listen­
ers to repeat the tests. In this case eight listeners 
volunteered.
The first stage in the analysis process is to deter­
mine how the listeners performed with the control compari­
sons. Table 5.4 shows the results obtained from each of 
the listeners. Since listeners BL and MAMS were unable 
to give the correct response for the control comparisons 
their results are not considered in the remaining analysis 
It seems that they have either misinterpreted the instruc­
tions or were unable to distinguish the fine differences.
The overall results obtained from the remaining 
listeners are summarised in Table 5.5, where the compari­
son pairs and their complements are grouped together.
In the analysis of these results each of the utterances 
is examined individually and for each set of comparisons 
the results are analysed into three categories, as:
(i) Due to the first attempt listeners only.
(ii) Due to the first attempt and second attempt
listeners, where the second attempt listeners 
are regarded as additional first attempt 
listeners.
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DMC B B B A
T EW A B B B A
T PCC A B B B A
PJ A B B B A
BL 1st NI A - B A
BL 2nd - - - - -
MAMS 1st - - - - -
MAMS 2nd - - A - -
TED 1st A B B B A
TFD 2nd A B B B A
T PSC 1st A B B B A
T PSC 2nd A B B B A
T SL 1st A B B B A
T SL 2nd A B B B A
NH 1st — B - B A
NH 2nd A B B B A
AD 1st - B B B A
AD 2nd A B B B A
T RAK 1 St A B B B A
T RAK 2nd A B B B A
Correct
response : A B B
B A
TABLE 5.4















































































































































































(iii) Due to the second attempt listeners only, 
to investigate the effect of training.
The overall decision for each of these categories is 
made by averaging the decisions of all the listeners.
The analysis of results for utterance APPLES is 
summarised in Table 5.6. It is observed that for all the 
three categories there is no preference for either TES 
or hybrid-TES reconstruction. In addition, there is no 
preference for either bandpass noise reconstruction or 
for spectrally shaped noise reconstruction.
Table 5.7 and Table 5.8 summarise the analysis of 
results for utterance APPLE? and FEM1 respectively.
Except for the trained listeners category, there is no 
preference for either TES or hybrid-TES reconstruction.
In the case of the trained listeners, preference is shown 
for hybrid-TES reconstruction with bandpass filtered 
noise. No preference is shown for the reconstruction of 
FEM1 .
The analysis of results for the reconstruction of 
the utterance BIRD is shown in Table 5.9. In this case 
hybrid-TES is preferred by all categories of listeners, 
even when the transmission rate for TES is 1440 symbols/ 
sec and for hybrid TES is 1000 symbols/sec. For the full 
bandwidth case, preference is shown for bandpass filtered
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HP SSHT RST NP SSHT RST MP SSHT RST
Individual Pair (461 
declalona for Pair (41)
1 S 2 
0 9 1
4 10 2 
0 14 2
1 5 0 
0 9 1












HP BHT RST HP BHT RST MP BHT RST
Individual Pair (111 
declalona lor Pair (18)
1 9 0 
1 8 1
1 15 0 
1 14 1
0 8 0 
0 8 0












MP SSHT RST MP SSHT RST MP SSHT RST
Individual Pair (9) 
declalona for Pair (29)
0 10 0 
3 8 1
0 18 0 
5 10 1
0 8 0 
2 4 0











MP BMT RST MP SHT RST MP SHT RST
Individual Pair (4) 
declalona for Pair (22)
3 S 2 
3 8 1
4 10 2 
3 12 1
1 9 0 
0 8 0











MP SHT SSHT MP SMT SSHT MP Birr SSHT
Individual Pair (17) 
declalona for Pair (^0)
9 3 2 
2 7 1
7 4 9 
4 11 1
2 1 3 
2 4 0
Total 7 10 3 11 19 8 4 9 3












MP BHT SSHT MP BHT SSHT MP BMT SSHT
Individual Pair (IS) 
declalona for Pair (17)






Total 8 4 8 11 9 12 3 9 4







Analysis of test results for the speech 
file BIRD.SPH
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noise reconstruction, whereas for the limited bandwidth 
case the overall decision changes with the category of 
the listeners.
Table 5.10 shows the analysis for the utterance 
CBONLY. In this case too, hybrid-TES is preferred. Even 
when the comparison is between hybrid-TES at 1000 symbols/ 
sec and ordinary TES at 2000 symbols/sec, preference is 
shown for hybrid-TES. For the full bandwidth case the 
trained listeners preferred the spectrally shaped noise 
reconstruction, although no preference is shown by the 
remaining listener categories. In addition, no preference 
is shown for the bandlimited case.
It can be concluded from this analysis that for speech 
with highly emphasised unvoiced sounds the hybrid-TES 
reconstruction strategy is preferred to ordinary TES with 
the repeat strategy. However, for speech with low unvoiced 
sound content there is no preference. In addition, it has 
been shown that generally there is no preference for the 
particular noise filter characteristics except that band­
pass filtering is a simpler operation.
5,4 Probability Distributions
The real-zero interval probability distributions of 
the various speech utterances have already been presented. 
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0 16 0 
1 15 0
0 6 0 
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Total 2 10 0 2 30 0 0 12 0











NP RHT RST MP BHT RST NP BHT RST
1 Individual 
decisions for Pair (47)
0 9 1 
0 0 2
0 14 2 
0 13 3
0 5 1 
0 5 1

















2 7 1 
1 9 0
2 12 2 
1 15 0
0 5 1 
0 6 0
Total 3 16 1 3 27 2 0 11 1
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Analysis of test results for the speech 
file CBONLY.SPH
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probability distributions at the various stages of 
processing, ie the original waveform, the intermediate 
processing state (IPS) and the reconstructed waveform.
The IPS distributions represent the probability of 
durations of the symbols stored in the transmitter buffer. 
The probability distribution of reconstructed speech is 
obtained by substituting filtered noise for regions of 
identified unvoiced sounds and by replacing the identified 
silence regions with zero amplitude samples.
When comparison is made between the original and the 
reconstructed distributions, the silence regions of the 
original waveform are also replaced by zero amplitude 
samples. In this way only the effects of processing the 
unvoiced regions are noticed.
Figures 5.21 - 5.25 show the probability distributions 
for the utterances of Appendix B. The IPS and the original 
waveform distributions are superimposed on the same axes 
so as to enable a direct comparison.
The distributions (Figures 5.23 and 5.24) for the 
utterances CBONLY and BIRD, show considerable reductions 
in the number of short duration epochs that have to be 
stored in the transmitter buffer, hence the saving in 
buffer size. Smaller savings are achieved in the
123
distributions (Figures 5.22 and 5.25) for the less frica­
tive utterances (APPLES and APPLE?).
It is observed from the IPS distributions that hybrid- 
TES encoding does not completely eliminate the unvoiced 
peak. This is because of the presence of small amplitude, 
short duration epochs amongst the voiced epochs and also 
the requirement for the classification algorithm of a 
pre-set number of consecutive epochs having unvoiced para­
meters. The number of epochs remaining in the unvoiced 
peak after the IPS tend to be higher for noisy signals.
This effect is illustrated by the distribution of utterance 
FEMI, which has a persistent hum in the background.
Although the epochs due to this background appear in the 
unvoiced peak of the distribution, their characteristics 
are such that they are regarded as voiced epochs by the 
classification algorithm. As such, the unvoiced savings 
in the buffer size are rather small.
Confirmation of the effect of noise on the probability 
distribution is made by introducing noise into the 
utterance APPLES. This utterance is chosen because the 
voiced/unvoiced peaks of its distribution are clearly 
distinguishable and the above effect can be easily illus­
trated. Two noisy files with signal to noise ratios of 
20dB and lOdB are generated and their distributions 
measured. Examination of these distributions (Figures 5.26
124 .
and 5.27) shows that as the signal to noise ratio of the 
speech file decreases so also does the reduction in the 
unvoiced peak.
The distributions of the reconstructed utterances 
are shown in Figures 5.28 - 5.32. Again, the reconstructed 
and the original waveform distributions are superimposed 
on the same axes to enable direct comparisons. Because 
the reconstruction is achieved from a fixed number of 
patterns of noise, the reconstructed distributions do not 
exactly match the original distributions, but closely 
approximate them.
5.5 Signal Processing
This section presents the effects on hybrid-TES of 
signal processing, where the two processes to be considered 
are: the addition of noise, and the effects of filtering.
5.5.1 Addition of noise
In a real transmission system the corruption of a 
speech signal through background noise is inevitable, the 
amount and characteristics of the corruption depending on 
the particular background. It is important, therefore, 
to know the effect and limitations of hybrid-TES under 
these circumstances.
An investigation is conducted where the corruption
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effect is modelled by a random noise generator. Since 
the processing and evaluation of results are repetitive 
and rather time consuming operations, only two speech 
files are used for the investigation. The speech files 
APPLES and CBONLY are selected on the basis of representing 
the extreme cases of low and high epoch rates.
A program, SPNOIS,is available which takes a speech 
file and gives three noisy versions each with a different
signal to noise ratio. This is achieved by:
(i) generating a noise file and measuring its RMS 
value;
(ii) amending this RMS in accordance with the RMS 
of the speech file and the desired SNR;
(iii) adding the amended noise samples to the original 
speech samples to get the noisy signal;
(iv) amending the noisy speech samples to have the 
same peak value as the original speech file.
The resultant speech files are then processed using the 
hybrid-TES encoding algorithms and the effects noted.
Figures 5.33 and 5.34 present the effect on the 
classification algorithm of reducing the SNR. In Figure 
5.33 the classification of the first twenty blocks of
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speech file APPLES is shown for SNR of 30dB, 20dB and 
lOdB. The original speech waveform is superimposed for 
comparison purposes. It is observed that the differences 
in the classification occur mainly in the silence regions, 
for in these regions the energy levels of the noise epochs 
are high and often exceed the threshold. When this happens 
the classification algorithm merely decides between the 
voiced and unvoiced characteristics. The decision is made 
on the basis of the epoch durations. If the epoch 
durations are small (< 0.4ms) and occur consecutively, 
they are considered as unvoiced and if they are large 
(> 0.4ms) they are considered as voiced.
For the 30dB case, because the noise epoch energy 
levels sometimes exceed the threshold value, parts of the 
silence or inter-word regions are classified as either 
voiced or unvoiced. For the 20dB and lOdB case, silence is 
never detected, because the noise energy levels are 
always in excess of the threshold value.
Another effect of the reduction of SNR is the delay 
in detection of the true voiced regions. Again, because 
of the high energy levels of the noise epochs in the 
inter-word spaces, the first one or two epochs in the 
voiced sounds are often so low in energy that they too 
are regarded as noisy epochs.
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Figure 5.34 shows the classification of the first 
twenty blocks of the speech file CBONLY for different 
SNRs. This file was processed exactly the same as in the 
previous case, with the exception that an attempt was made 
to locate the SNR at which the classification algorithm 
fails to function correctly. Comparison with the original 
waveform shows that the classification algorithm may be 
considered to fail at SNR = -5dB. However, audible 
analysis shows that the quality of the reconstructed speech 
is not unduly impaired at this SNR. In addition, the 
buffer does not suffer any detrimental effects, as a 
result of the false classification, since the number of 
symbols to be stored are reduced.
The reconstruction of hybrid-TES is a function of 
the classification algorithm. The effects of adding noise 
to speech are consequently relayed to the reconstruction 
process and are best analysed audibly.
The silence regions which have been classified as 
either voiced or unvoiced are reconstructed in exactly 
the same way as the true voiced or unvoiced regions.
Because with lower SNRs more of the silence regions are 
classified as unvoiced, a "warbling" effect is observed 
in these regions of the reconstructed speech. This 
warbling effect is due to the random nature of the back­
ground noise model. The encoding algorithm uses the
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average epoch rates of short segments of the unvoiced 
regions to differentiate between the different unvoiced 
symbols. With a random noise model the average epoch 
rate over short segments is continuously varying, although 
the average over longer periods is consistent with the 
bandwidth. Thus, the reconstructed regions, made up from 
a random combination of unvoiced symbols, results in a 
warbling effect. This effect is not apparent in the 
reconstruction of true unvoiced sounds because of the 
relatively invariant nature of the average epoch rate 
during these regions.
5.5.2 Filtering
Filtering of speech is a very important factor in 
the determination of the channel capacity requirements 
and the quality of speech - the lower the bandwidth, the 
lower the channel capacity and the poorer the speech 
quality. The actual constraints placed on the filtering 
operation depends on the particular application (for 
example, a telephone channel is bandlimited between 300Hz 
and 3400Hz). Since TES is potentially applicable to many 
speech communication systems, it is necessary to be aware 
of the effects of filtering on hybrid-TES. These effects 
can be broadly analysed in terms of classification and 
reconstruction.
Figures 5.35 and 5.36 show the effect on the
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classification of bandlimiting the speech files APPLE8 
and CBONLY, respectively. The bandwidth frequency limits 
imposed are 300Hz and 3400Hz. Only the blocks which show 
the greatest differences in the classification are illus­
trated here. These differences are mainly apparent in 
the silence regions and do not represent any serious 
discrepancies.
An analytic method of investigating the effect of 
filtering on the reconstruction quality is through determi­
nation of the epoch count. Figure 5.37 shows the effect 
on the epoch count of low-pass filtering the speech with 
different cut-off frequencies of the 2nd order Butterworth 
digital filter. It is observed that the lower the cut-off 
frequency, the lower the epoch count; and that the 
reduction is approximately linear. In addition, increasing 
the filter order causes the epoch count to be further 
reduced.
Figure 5.38 shows the effect on the epoch count of 
high-pass filtering with different cut-off frequencies.
As the cut-off frequency of the filter is increased, the 
higher voiced frequencies become more emphasised and thus 
cause an increase in the epoch count.
Due to the complementary behaviour of the high-pass 
and low-pass filtering operations the overall effect of
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bandpass filtering the speech depends on the respective 
cut-off frequencies of the bandpass filter. One observa­
tion which can be made is that, unless specifically 
arranged by the choice of the cut-off frequencies, the 
average epoch rate of bandlimited speech would be different 
from the full bandwidth case. Confirmation of this is 
made by bandpass filtering the utterances CBONLY and 
APPLES between 300Hz and 3400Hz. The epoch count changes 
from 4339 to 4747 for the utterance CBONLY and 1929 to 
2655 for the utterance APPLES.
Since hybrid-TES is effective in the unvoiced regions 
and these are high frequency sounds, it is the upper cut­
off frequency of the bandpass filter which affects hybrid- 
TES reconstruction. The variation of the upper cut-off 
frequency changes the average epoch rate during the 
unvoiced sounds. This variation in the epoch rate would 
present no problem to the bandpass filtered noise recon­
struction technique. However, for the spectrally shaped 
noise reconstruction, if the variation in the epoch rate 
exceeds that range of the sounds which each of the noise 
sources is designed to cover, distortion may result. 
Experiments conducted in the quality section, however, 
have shown that in the reconstruction of speech bandlimited 
between 300-3400Hz, generally, there was no preference 
between the bandpass filtered noise reconstruction and 
the spectrally shaped noise reconstruction.
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On the other hand, from the point of view of being 
able to cater for all bandwidth cases, the bandpass 
filtered noise reconstruction would appear preferable.
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CHAPTER 6 
HYBRID-TES ENCODING OF SPEECH
6 .1 Introduction
Having investigated the feasibility aspect of hybrid- 
TES a formal presentation can now be made of its 
encoding and reconstruction strategies, bearing in mind 
the real-time implications.
A typical hybrid-TES transmission system is shown, in 
block diagram form, in Figure 6.1. It is called hybrid- 
TES because it uses different encoding methods for the 
different regions of speech sound. It differs from ordi­
nary TES in that the speech waveform is first classified 
into three different categories: voiced, unvoiced and
silence. Each of the categories is then separately encoded 
The voiced regions are encoded as normal TES; and the 
unvoiced and silence regions are encoded in 5ms segments. 
Those unvoiced or silence regions which have less than 5ms 
durations are encoded as single voiced epochs, with 
appropriate amplitudes and durations. At the receiver, 
the unvoiced symbols are used to inject filtered noise for 
the required durations.
6 .2 Encoding
The epoch parameters required for ordinary TES 
encoding are duration, ED; amplitude, EA; and shape, ES.
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Hybrid-TES makes use of precisely these same parameters. 
The classification algorithm uses the amplitude and 
duration information of successive epochs for determining 
the class, EC, of each individual epoch, ie the determina­
tion of whether an epoch is due to voiced sounds, unvoiced 
sounds or silence. Depending on the class, one of three 
procedures takes place and these are described below. 
Figure 6.2 shows the general flow diagram for the complete 
encoding operation.
6.2.1 Unvoiced epochs
When the epoch class is identified as unvoiced, the 
encoding procedure is as shown in the flow diagram of 
Figure 6.3.
Since the unvoiced and silence regions of speech are 
to be encoded as segments of 5ms duration, there will be 
occasions when these identified regions are not exact 
multiples of 5ms. For this reason the end portion (less 
than 5ms) of the identified regions is encoded as a simple 
shaped, voiced, epoch having the appropriate duration and 
amplitude. Thus the first stage in the flow diagram is 
to determine if the class of epochs has just changed from 
silence to unvoiced. If this is the case, then the stored 
information (SED, SEA), which is the end portion of the 
silence region before change of class to unvoiced, has to 
be encoded first. If SED = 0, there is no silence infor­
mation to be encoded. If SED / 0, then a voiced symbol
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having a duration, SED, amplitude SEA, and a simple shape 
is transferred to the buffer. SED and SEA are reset.
The next stage is to process the unvoiced epochs.
The duration, ED, of each of the epochs is added to a 
running total, UED. The amplitude, EA, is used to deter­
mine a running average amplitude, UEA. When UED > , an
unvoiced symbol is transferred to the buffer. The decision 
as to which one of the four unvoiced symbols should be 
transferred is made on the basis of the number of epochs, 
NOE, required to make up the segment of duration . For 
example, symbol 1 is transferred when NOE > and symbol 
3 when NOE > . NOE and UEA are then reset to 0 and EA
respectively. UED is again compared with as a precau­
tionary measure in case an epoch larger than duration 
has been identified as an unvoiced epoch. The constants
and have been determined by previous experi­
ment as 5ms, 2800, 4800 and 6800 respectively.
6.2.2 Silence epochs
The flow diagram for the processing of silence epochs 
is shown in Figure 6.4. As in the previous case, it is 
necessary first to determine and encode any stored infor­
mation about the unvoiced region which was remaining before 
the change of class to silence. It is encoded as a voiced 
symbol having duration UED and amplitude UEA.
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The silence epochs are processed in a similar manner 
to the unvoiced epochs, with the exception that there is 
only one symbol which is transferred to the buffer. Since 
some form of amplitude information is to be transmitted, 
the silence symbol can be regarded as one of the unvoiced 
symbols (eg symbol 4) but with zero amplitude. In this way 
the transmission of silence does not incur any addition to 
the number of symbols in the catalogue.
In the flow diagram, SED is the running total of the
silence duration. When SED > a symbol of duration
with zero amplitude is transferred to the buffer. SED is 
reduced by and once again compared with K^j . This 
comparison is necessary because epochs of very long duration 
have been known to exist in the silence regions. For 
example, if SED < 5ms and ED of the next epoch is 10ms, 
then after transferring a 5ms symbol to the buffer SED > 5ms 
Thus, before returning to control ED of the following epoch 
another 5ms silence symbol must be transferred to the 
buffer to ensure that SED < 5ms. Although SEA is not
directly used in encoding the actual silence symbols, it
is used in encoding the end portions of the silence regions, 
ie the portions of the silence regions which have to be 
represented by voiced symbols.
6.2.3 Voiced epochs
For each voiced epoch a symbol is transferred to the
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buffer, having a duration, VED; amplitude VeA; and shape, 
VES. In this case VED, VEA and VES are the same as ED,
EA and ES respectively. On occasions, epochs with very 
large durations may be encountered. Since it is imprac­
tical to have encoding symbols for all possible durations, 
a limit has to be placed on the maximum encodable duration
It has been previously determined that the maximum 
unvoiced or silence segments to be encoded are 5ms. Thus, 
the end portions of the unvoiced or silence regions can 
be up to 5ms in duration and have to be encoded using a 
voiced symbol. Therefore, voiced symbols must cover a 
duration range of at least 5ms. When a voiced epoch with 
ED > 5ms is encountered, each 5ms segment of the epoch is 
encoded by a voiced symbol of VED = 5ms, VEA = EA and a 
simple shape. The remaining end portion of the voiced 
epoch is encoded by another voiced symbol. Figure 6.6 
illustrates the concept.
Since epochs exceeding 5ms in duration are rare in 
the voiced regions, this strategy of encoding is unlikely 
to cause any noticeable distortion.
The flow diagram for the processing of voiced epochs 
is shown in Figure 6.5. As in both the previous cases, 
it is necessary to determine and encode any unvoiced or 
silence regions remaining before change of class to voiced
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6 .3 Decoding and Reconstruction
The received symbols are stored in the buffer and 
decoded one at a time. For TES, stored segment forms are 
reproduced in sequence at the correct duration in accor­
dance with the specification corresponding to the received 
symbol. For hybrid-TES the reconstruction procedure is 
somewhat different when the unvoiced symbols are received. 
In such cases reconstruction is achieved by inserting 
filtered noise for a fixed duration.
It is important, therefore, in the decoding procedure 
of hybrid-TES, to discriminate between the two types of 
symbol, ie voiced and unvoiced. Depending upon the type 
of symbol a different reconstruction procedure is adopted.
6.3.1 Unvoiced symbols
It has been shown previously that four different noise 
filter characteristics are required for adequate reconstruc­
tion -of the unvoiced sounds. Information about the 
frequency characteristics of the filters is conveyed by 
the four different unvoiced symbols. Thus, discrimination 
has to be made between the four different symbols to allow 
the appropriate noise filter to be selected.
Figure 6.7 shows the flow diagram for the reconstruc­
tion from unvoiced symbols. After symbol discrimination 
the noise source is appropriately filtered and the
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resultant noise, with appropriate amplitude, is injected 
onto the line for a duration of 5ms.
Discrimination between symbol 4 representing a segment 
of the unvoiced or the silence region is made on the basis 
of the amplitude information received. If the amplitude 
information is zero, then symbol 4 represents a silence 
segment and reconstruction is made by reducing the ampli­
tude of the noise source to zero. If the amplitude 
information is non-zero, then the noise amplitude is set 
to the appropriate value.
6.3.2 Voiced symbols
The voiced regions are reconstructed in exactly the 
same way as ordinary TES. Each of the symbols is used to 
define the duration, amplitude and shape of the stored 
segment form which is to be used for reconstruction.
The actual nature of the stored segment forms 
depends on the particular reconstruction strategy used; 
for example, sinusoidal reconstruction, parabolic recon­
struction, quadratic reconstruction or a combination of 
these.
6 .4 Real-Time Considerations
Hybrid-TES encoding obviously presents an additional 
processing load. As a result, the transmitter and
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receiver complexity and processing times are increased.
The real-time implications of this additional processing 
load, due to the encoding and reconstruction algorithms, 
are now considered.
6.4.1 System complexity
The system complexity is increased as a result of the 
extra memory space required.
At the transmitter, there is a need for storing the 
program code for both the classification and the encoding 
algorithms. Additional memory space is required for the 
processing of measured parameters.
The exact extent of the complexity can only be 
established if the design is made with a particular real­
time system in mind. Since, due to the unavailability 
of time, this is not possible here, it is left as a 
recommendation for future work. On the other hand, an 
approximation to the order of the additional memory space 
required can be provided by considering the system flow 
diagrams in terms of simple source programs for the 
Motorola M6800 microprocessor.
Figure 6.8 shows the source program for the classifi­
cation algorithm and Figure 6.9 shows the program for the 
encoding algorithm. These programs are not exact replicas
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of the flow diagrams, but merely simple interpretations 
to allow an estimation to be made. It is observed from 
this simple interpretation of hybrid-TES that approximately 
140 bytes are required for the classification algorithm, 
and approximately 200 bytes for the encoding algorithm. 
Inclusion of such features as the setting and resetting of 
flags, to indicate the availability of measured parameters, 
and the processing of these parameters, could bring the 
total requirement to about 500 bytes of additional memory 
at the transmitter.
At the receiver hybrid-TES requires that a filtered 
noise source be available for reconstruction purposes.
This can be provided in one of two ways. Either four 
previously filtered noise files can be generated and 
stored in memory and used when required, or a physical 
noise source and a bank of four filters can be made avail­
able so that the selected filter is inserted for recon­
structing the unvoiced sounds. Both methods have their 
drawbacks. In the former, to ensure a sufficiently random 
noise signal, a large memory area is required for each of 
the files - equivalent to about six blocks of speech. For 
the four files, 24 blocks or 24 x 256 = 6144 memory cells, 
ie a 6K byte memory unit is required. In the latter case, 
the interswitching of filters would give rise to unwanted 
transients. As for the reconstruction source program, 
approximately 50 bytes should suffice.
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6.4.2 Processing times
Each epoch is processed individually and in three 
stages: parameter measurement, determination of class,
and encoding. As soon as the parameter measurements 
become available, the epoch class is determined. In the 
classification algorithm, the most time consuming process 
is the determination of the average peak amplitude, 
which involves one multiplication and one division 
operation. However, in the source program an effort to 
reduce the processing times has been made by using an 
approximate method to determine the running average. This 
involves the use of the divide by 2^ (or shift) statements. 
Moreover, the source program has been written to enable 
a direct evaluation of the approximate processing times.
Consecutive operation of the classification and the 
encoding algorithms requires approximately 150 machine 
cycles of additional processing time. The total, including 
the setting and resetting of flags, would certainly be 
less than 200 machine cycles. Providing the epoch reso­
lution is kept to below 200 machine cycles, the processing 
for hybrid-TES can be adequately performed. Figure 6.10 




The requirement of large buffer size and consequent 
delay for TES during the unvoiced sounds has been 
confirmed by measuring the long-term real-zero probability 
distribution of speech (RZPDS).
The measurements (Chapter 2) were conducted in real­
time and by using a microprocessor to perform the timing 
and counting functions. In the distribution two peaks 
were observed; one due to voiced sounds in the range 
1ms - 2ms; and the other, sometimes larger one, due to 
unvoiced sounds in the range 0 - 500|is.
A further insight into the distribution pattern was 
provided by measuring the actual variation of epoch rate 
against time. Here, it was observed that the epoch rate 
varies from about 500 epochs/sec in the voiced regions to 
about 6000 epochs/sec in the unvoiced region. In addition, 
it was observed that the unvoiced sounds result in the 
bunching of epochs having similar characteristics. 
Consequently, a hybrid-TES means of encoding was proposed, 
whereby the voiced regions are to be encoded using TES 
parameters and the unvoiced regions by special symbols, 
indicating reconstruction with spectrally shaped random
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noise. In this way, not only was the overall transmission 
rate expected to be reduced, but also the buffer size 
and consequent delay.
An investigation of the feasibility of this encoding 
strategy was conducted in three states, as;
(1) Identification of the unvoiced regions of the 
speech waveform.
(2) Substitution of the identified regions by 
spectrally shaped random noise and the deter­
mination of the encoding and reconstruction 
parameters.
(3) Performance analysis and comparison between 
ordinary TES and hybrid-TES.
In the identification process (Chapter 3) a classification 
algorithm was developed which successfully separates the 
voiced, unvoiced and silence regions of speech. Here, 
success was defined as no momentary changes of class 
whilst in the voiced region, although permitting some 
sensitivity in the silence and unvoiced regions.
The algorithm operates on epochs and the class of 
each epoch is decided on the basis of the epoch amplitude 
and duration and the trend of previous such measurements. 
Discrimination between silence and non-silence is made
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by comparing the epoch amplitude with a threshold level 
set at 38dB below the signal peak. Discrimination bet­
ween voiced and unvoiced is made by comparing the epoch 
duration with a reference set at 400jis. The transition 
regions between the voiced and the unvoiced are classified 
as voiced. This is achieved by transferring from unvoiced 
to voiced upon detection of two consecutive epochs having 
durations greater than 400p,s, and transferring from 
voiced to unvoiced upon detection of 30 successive epochs 
having durations less than 400^s. The transitions between 
silence and unvoiced are classified as unvoiced. This is 
achieved by transferring from u n v o ic e d  to s i l e n c e  , when 
the average epoch amplitude of the previous 30 epochs 
decreases to less than the threshold of 38dB below the 
signal peak; and transferring from s i l e n c e  to u n v o i c e d  
upon detection of two successive epochs having amplitude 
in excess of the threshold.
Replacement of the identified silence regions of 
the speech files with zero amplitude gave epoch reductions 
of between 10% and 20%.
In the substitution process (Chapter 4) identification 
of the different unvoiced sounds was attempted on the basis 
of the average epoch rate. It has been shown that although 
it is possible to generate each of the unvoiced sounds 
from spectrally shaped random noise, identification of
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the individual sounds is not possible by epoch rate alone.
On the other hand, it has been shown that adequate recon­
struction can be obtained by using only four different 
noise sources. This has been possible because some of 
the important sound identification cues reside in the 
transition regions, and the correct coding of these regions 
is ensured by the classification algorithm. Thus, the 
noise sources only provide an approximation to the spectra 
of the sounds, which has been shown to be separable into 
three categories. These categories are low pass, band pass 
and high pass. Reconstruction of the sounds was achieved 
in two ways ;
(i) By bandpass filtering the four noise sources 
with 2nd order Butterworth filters in the 
frequency ranges: 0.8-1.2kHz; 1.7-2.1kHz;
2.7-3.1kHz; 3.7-4.1kHz.
(ii) By spectrally shaping the four noise sources as:
2nd order Butterworth low-pass at 1.5kHz;
2nd order Chebyshev low-pass with 1OdB ripple 
and cut-off at 3.3kHz; 2nd order Butterworth 
high pass at 3.0kHz; 3rd order Butterworth 
high pass at 4.0kHz.
It was confirmed by subjective listening tests that spectral 
shaping the noise sources gives sharper reconstruction.
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A segmenting algorithm has been developed which enables 
the addition to the catalogue of unvoiced symbols to be 
kept at a minimum. In this way the unvoiced sounds are 
transmitted in 5ms segments and only four additional 
symbols are required in the catalogue. Moreover, the same 
segmenting algorithm has been proposed for efficiently 
transmitting the silence regions of speech, with the 
exception that the amplitude information accompanying the 
unvoiced symbol, in this case, is zero. In this way no 
additional symbols are required for transmitting silence.
For the case where the unvoiced or silence regions are 
not exact multiples of 5ms, the end portion is encoded 
as a voiced symbol.
In the performance analysis (Chapter 5) it has been 
shown that for low epoch rate utterances (eg APPLES), 
there is no difference between using TES and hybrid-TES; 
whereas for utterances with a high epoch rate (eg CBONLY), 
the transmission rate can be reduced considerably (49%) 
by using hybrid-TES. Alternatively, for a fixed trans­
mission rate, the buffer size and consequent delay can be 
reduced by about 90%. For a system with a fixed trans­
mission rate, buffer size and delay, the reductions 
obtained by using hybrid-TES may be considered in terms 
of the number of repeats, as compared with ordinary TES 
with repeat strategy.
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The effect of the reduction of repeats was investi­
gated through subjective listening tests. It has been 
shown that for the high epoch rate utterances at the same 
transmission rate, buffer size and delay, the listeners 
preferred hybrid-TES reconstruction to ordinary TES with 
repeat strategy. However, for low epoch rate utterances, 
no preference was shown.
Examination of the real-zero probability distributions 
at the various stages of processing has shown that for 
high epoch rate utterances the unvoiced peak is consider­
ably reduced in the probability distribution of the 
symbols to be stored in the transmitter buffer. Pattern 
of the real-zero interval probability distribution of the 
reconstructed speech has been shown to closely match the 
pattern of the original speech distribution.
The effect on hybrid-TES of transmitting noisy sig­
nals was investigated by adding noise to the speech 
files at various signal to noise ratios. It was observed 
that for reduced signal to noise ratios silence was never 
detected. Instead, the classification algorithm simply 
decided between voiced and unvoiced speech. Because some 
of the voiced regions were classified as unvoiced, the 
classification algorithm was considered to fail at 
SNR = -5dB.
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Reconstruction of the reduced SNR speech gave rise 
to a "warbling" effect in the inter-word spaces. This 
resulted from the reconstruction of random noise by the 
spectrally shaped noise used for reconstructing the 
unvoiced sounds.
The effect on the classification and reconstruction 
of bandpass filtering the original speech between 300-3400Hz 
was investigated and shown to be negligible.
Consideration of the real-time implementation of 
hybrid-TES has shown that the system complexity and 
processing times increase. The complexity increases as 
a result of the requirement of additional memory space for 
processing the measured parameters and storing the source 
program. Approximately 500 bytes of additional memory 
would be required at the transmitter and approximately 
6000 bytes at the receiver. The total execution time of 
the classification and encoding algorithms approaches 
200 machine cycles.
Although the speech material available for processing 
was limited, it does represent a fair cross-section of the 
type of utterances which may be encountered in practice. 
Therefore, the above conclusions are valid and should be 
regarded as general.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
An investigation of hybrid-TES has been presented 
and it is shown to be a feasible solution to the problem 
with ordinary TES of requiring a large buffer size and 
delay whilst transmitting unvoiced sounds. However, due 
to the unavailability of time some areas have not been 
fully investigated.
This section gives an indication of those areas which 
require further investigation.
(i) The classification algorithm. In the determina­
tion of reference parameters for this algorithm 
(eg the threshold and the epoch duration), the 
introduction of distortion was avoided as much as 
possible. If these parameters are set more 
critically, whereby the introduction of a con­
trolled amount of distortion is allowed, then 
much larger reductions can be obtained in either 
the transmission rate, or buffer size and delay. 
In this way, more areas of the speech waveform 
would be identified as silence or unvoiced, and 
therefore fewer symbols would be stored in the 
buffer. In addition, when speech is coded using 
the actual TES symbols, the distortion introduced 
due to the classification algorithms may well be 
indistinguishable from the distortion introduced
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as a result of the reconstruction from TES 
symbols.
The reference threshold value has been 
related to the level of speech signal via its 
peak amplitude. Since the peak amplitude is 
likely to be different for different speakers, 
there is a requirement for developing some form 
of a peak sensing algorithm. The threshold 
level can then be related to the speech signal 
by setting it at 38dB below the value determined 
by the peak sensing algorithm.
(ii) The reconstruction process. Because the inten­
ded application of hybrid-TES was bandlimited 
speech, identification of the different unvoiced 
sounds was attempted on the basis of the average 
epoch rate of normal speech, even though it is 
envisaged that pre-emphasis of speech may be 
used for TES. Since pre-emphasis of bandlimited 
speech tends to equalise the epoch rates of 
voiced and unvoiced sounds, it would be difficult 
to distinguish between them. However, for 
broadband speech, unvoiced sound discrimination
is more convenient through pre-emphasis of the
(43)speech signal, as stated by Ito and Donaldson 
Thus, it is likely that for broadband speech 
pre-emphasis is likely to enable better quality 
reconstruction, although a larger number of
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unvoiced symbols would be required.
(iii) Real-time implementation. It has been shown 
that implementation of the classification and 
encoding algorithms is possible on the Motorola 
M6800 microprocessor, if the epoch resolution 
is limited to about 200 machine cycles. With a 
iMHz clock frequency, this is about 200p,s and 
is considered to be too coarse for TES. However, 
with 2MHz 8-bit microprocessors, the resolution 
can be improved to about lOO^s, which is certainly 
feasible for 10kHz sampled speech.
In the estimation of execution times, the 
setting and resetting of flags, which are required 
to indicate the availability of epoch data, were 
generously allocated 50 machine cycles. It is 
expected that actual implementation of these 
functions should enable faster execution times.
If, however, this is not possible, implementation 
has to be considered on alternative processors, 
which should enable faster execution as a result 
of their improved architectures and faster clock 
frequencies.
Work in this area is not only useful for con­
firming the implementation in real-time, but also 
in extending the investigation of areas (i) and
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(ii). That is, the effect on speech quality 
of varying any of the reference parameters can 
be observed directly in real-time. In addition 
much more speech can be processed, hence enabling 
more general conclusions. It is thus recommended 
that, since the previous two areas of investiga­
tion are refinements to the basic algorithms, 
priority be given to the real-time implementation
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APPENDIX A
SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR THE MICROPROCESSOR METHOD OF MEASURING
THE RZPDS
In Chapter 2 it was shown how a microprocessor can be 
used to perform the timing and counting functions in the 
measurement of the real-zero probability distribution of 
speech. Here, the actual microprocessor software design 
for performing these functions is described.
The eventual aim of the software design is to produce 
a graph, in the form of a histogram, of the number of times 
any real-zero interval occurs. Thus two measurements have 
to be performed; the interval duration and a count of the 
number of times it occurs. This is achieved by assigning 
a memory location to each of the possible interval durations, 
and incrementing it each time the corresponding duration 
occurs.
The timing of the interval duration can be performed 
by detecting the occurrence of the zeros. The simplest 
way, conceptually, of achieving this is to use the inter­
rupt facility to start and stop the timer. However, an 
examination of the execution times and the available pro­
cessing time (SO^ is) shows that this method is too time 
consuming and therefore unsuitable.
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An alternative technique is to use a "flag" to 
indicate the occurrence of a zero, and to instruct the 
microprocessor to perform a periodic inspection of its 
condition. The setting of the flag can then be used to 
start and stop the timer, as required. Figure A.1 
illustrates the flag inspection procedure. The micro­
processor makes the inspections at the times t^, t^, t^, 
etc and the flag is set at T '. Since this is between the 
inspections at t^ and t^, the earliest time at which the 
flag can be registered by the microprocessor is during the 
inspection at t2 . Thus a delay (which is an inaccuracy) 
of (t2 - T') seconds results in the detection of the zero- 
crossing. However, since the resolution of the interval 
duration is limited to 50ns, the inaccuracy does not 
present any problems, unless the inspection period exceeds 
this limit. For measurements on bandlimited speech, 
therefore, this method is adequate and will be used for 
subsequent programming.
In addition to the timing and counting functions, two 
other processes must be included in the complete program - 
starting and stopping. The starting function includes the 
initial setting-up of the counters and the timer before 
beginning the timing and counting operations; and the 
stopping function includes the output of results.
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A.1 The Program
The complete flow diagram of the functions is shown 
in Figure A.2, where overflow of the counters is used to 
terminate the program and output the results. In addition, 
the overflow of the timer is used to indicate the presence 
of epochs in excess of 255 inspection periods.
The timer is started on detection of the first zero- 
crossing and incremented on each successive inspection at 
which the flag is not set (loop 1). On detection of the 
next zero-crossing, the memory location corresponding to 
the duration indicated by the timer is incremented and 
the timer reset (loop 2). Since the execution time of the 
timing and increment instructions is small, a delay is 
incorporated to ensure a regular flag inspection at 50p,s 
intervals. Moreover, because the flag inspection can be 
made from different points in the program, two different 
delays are provided (loop 1 and loop 2 ), hence the apparent 
duplication of part of the program.
The overall structure of this program appears rather 
complicated and an attempt is made to simplify it by 
dividing it into routines, as shown in Figure A.3.
A.2 The Routines
Consideration can now be given to the design of each 
of the routines.
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A.2.2 The initialise routine
The purpose of this routine is to set-up the micro­
processor for the functions it is to perform. These 
functions are:
(a) To accept typed-in information and store it in an 
allocated memory location. This information is the 
delay data, which is used in determining the delay 
to be introduced in the timing routine. The data 
is entered and stored in hexadecimal notation.
(b) To initialise the PIA (Chapter 3 of the applications 
manual (56)). This entails the setting up of the 
PIA data and control registers. In this case, the 
data registers are not used and a simple clearing 
operation ensures order. In addition, only one of 
the two control registers is used. The initialisation 
is thus the setting of the bit pattern on the control 
register. Bits bg and b^, controlled by inputs CA2 
and CA1 respectively, indicate the occurrence of a 
zero. Bits b^ - b^ are pre-set to enable bits bg
and b^ to act as the flag bits when signals are 
connected to CA1 and CA2. The pre-setting is: 
bg = 0 to disable IRQI
b^ = 1 to set b^ by low-high transition on CA1 
bg = 1 to select output registers
bg = 0 to disable IRQ2
= 0 to set bg by high-low transition on CA2
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bg = 0 to establish CA2 as input
bg = 0 )
) to clear flags 
b^ = 0 )
Thus, loading CRA with 006 achieves the necessary 
initialisation.
(c) To clear the memory locations. It is necessary to 
use 2 X 256 memory locations as counters. To ensure 
an initially zero condition on all counters, a 
clearing operation is performed on the relevant 
memory locations.
(d) To detect the first zero (PIA flag). The inputs CA1 
and CA2 control the status of bits bg and b^. A 
positive transition on CAI sets b^ and a negative 
transition on CA2 sets bg. Since it is only the 
status of bits bg and b^ which indicate the occurrence 
of a zero, a BIT operation is performed to see if a 
zero has occurred. BITB instruction performs an AND 
operation on ACCB and memory. If accumulator B is 
loaded with the contents of the control register,
CRA, and the AND operation performed with 0CO, the 




BIT B § C 0
^6
X X X X X X
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
^6
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 6 5.
When a flag is detected it is reset before proceeding 
further, so that the occurrence of successive flags 
can be detected. This is accomplished by a dummy 
read operation on the output register, as:
LDA B PIAORA
The flow diagram of this routine is shown in Figure 
A.4.
A.2.2 The timing routine
The purpose of this routine is to time the duration
between successive zero-crossings and to increment the
appropriate memory locations. The steps are:
(a) To increment the time measuring device, which in this 
case is Accumulator A.
(b) To check the status of the carry bit after incrementing 
accumulator A. This determines whether or not the 
count on accumulator A has exceeded 255. If the carry 
bit is set the microprocessor is instructed to exit 
the timing routine and enter "the record 256" 
subroutine.
(c) To cause a delay. The purpose of the delay is to allow 
sufficient time to elapse before the next inspection
of the PIA flag.
(d) To inspect the PIA flag.
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(e) To increment the memory which corresponds with the 
interval duration indicated by the contents of 
accumulator A. This operation is only performed if 
the PIA flag has been detected within the routine.
Since the contents of accumulator A can at most 
be 255, the longest interval duration to be measured 
is the time for 255 periods of the inspection 
frequency. Thus the maximum number of different 
interval durations is 255. The simplest way of 
determining the counter which corresponds to the 
contents of accumulator A is to use memory locations 
1-255 as the counters. In this way the memory to be 
incremented is given directly by the count on 
accumulator A. That is, if the contents of accumul- 
tor A when the flag is detected is ten, then memory 
location ten is incremented.
(f) To check the status of the carry bit after incrementing 
a memory location. This is to check the counter for 
overflow, upon which the microprocessor is instructed 
to leave the timing routine and enter "the secran" 
subroutine.
Figure A.5 shows the flow diagram for the timing routine.
A.2.3 The secran subroutine
This subroutine extends the counters to sixteen bit 
working. Eight bit counters allow about one second of
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speech to be played before one of them becomes overloaded 
and terminates the program. Extension to sixteen bit 
working allows about ten seconds at the very least, but a 
speech sample of some minutes can be played before over­
loading any of the counters. In practice it is found that 
speech lasting four or five minutes can be easily accommo­
dated.
The functions of this routine are:
(a) To increment a memory location in the second range 
when the corresponding memory in the first range 
becomes overloaded.
(b) To jump to "the exit" subroutine when any of the memory 
locations in the second range overflow.
(c) To introduce a delay before returning to the timing 
routine.
Figure A .6 shows the flow diagram.
A.2.4 The record 256 subroutine
This subroutine indicates, by incrementing memory 256, 
that the interval duration has exceeded 255 periods of 
the inspection frequency. It is not very easy to measure 
interval durations longer than 255, nor is it a very 
useful measurement. In such cases, therefore, it is 
sufficient to say that an interval duration has exceeded
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this limit. The flow diagram for this subroutine is shown 
in Fig A.7, and it is not necessary to give a detailed 
description of its functions since they are self-explanatory
A.2.5 The exit subroutine
This subroutine is the most intricate in design, but 
its basic function is to present the contents of the 
counters in a form which is recognisable by the X-Y plotter. 
This is achieved by performing the following steps:
(a) To determine whether or not the second range of 
memories has been used; and if so, to perform a 
sixteen to eight bit conversion. When using both 
the memory ranges, the counters are of sixteen bit 
length, but the data bus is only capable of handling 
eight bit words. Thus, before transmitting the 
information about the contents of the counters via 
the data bus, a sixteen to eight bit conversion is 
necessary. This conversion is achieved by first 
determining the counter with the highest contents 
and then rotating the sixteen bits until the MSB 
is in position b^^. A record is kept of the number 
of positions the MSB is rotated before it reaches 
the position b^g. All other counters are rotated 
the same number of positions. Finally, the eight 
most significant bits of the sixteen are used to 
represent the count.
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(b) The conversion of hexadecimal to decimal notation.
The microprocessor uses hexadecimal notation, but it 
is more convenient in the outside world to use 
decimal notation. Therefore, a conversion is 
necessary when transmitting to the outside world.
(c) The translation to the X-Y plotter format.
Although the data is converted to decimal notation, it 
is still not in a suitable form for the X-Y plotter 
to recognise. Therefore it is necessary to translate 
the contents of the counter and the information about 
the counter identification into X-Y plotter recogni­
sable format. When the translation is complete it is 
transmitted over the data bus to the X-Y plotter
memory box. The X-Y plotter control then takes over
and causes the plotter to print the contents of the 
counter against the counter position.
The flow diagram for this subroutine is shown in Figure A .8
A.3 Testing the Software
Having designed the program it is necessary to test 
its operation to ensure that it gives the correct response. 
This is achieved by performing the probability measurements 
on a signal of known parameters.
A sine wave of a known frequency is expected to give a
peak at the interval duration corresponding to the known
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frequency. Performing the tests on a sine wave with a 
half period of 0.5ms in fact resulted in a graph which 
showed a peak at 0.5ms and a smaller peak at the interval 
adjacent to 0.5ms.
After detailed consideration of the expected results, 
it was concluded that the results obtained are in fact 
correct. An explanation to this effect now follows.
Figure A.9 shows the square wave input to the micro­
processor, of period 2 x Tp secs. The duration of the 
timing cycle in the microprocessor is Tiseconds and the 
number of timing cycles it takes to detect the zero- 
crossings depends on the length of Tp. If Tp is an integer 
multiple of Ti,then the number of timing cycles necessary 
to detect the zero-crossings would be equal to the value 
of the integer. If, however, Tp is such that:
NTL < Tp < (N + 1) Ti
then the number of cycles to detection is not N or (N + 1) 
exclusively, but a combination of both. This can be illus­
trated by an example. Let Tp = (N + A) H a n d  let A = 0.25.
It would take (N + 1) cycles to detect the first zero.
That is, 0.75 cycles of the next period have already
elapsed. The interval to the next zero is (N + A) - 0.75 =
N - 0.5. Therefore, it would take only N cycles to
detect the second zero. Construction of the chart (table A.1)
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below shows how the number of intervals to detection 
interchanges between N and N + 1. Continuation of the 
chart shows a pattern emerging. The sequence repeats 
itself after every four periods; one out of every four 
periods takes N + 1 cycles to detect. The ratio.
Number of periods it takes N+1 cycles to detect _ ^
Total number of periods 4
Therefore, A determines the ratio of the two adjacent 
peaks in the distribution graph. This is verified practi­
cally by a sine wave with a half period of 210^secs, which 
gives the results shown in Figure A.10; peaks at 200^s 
and 250^is. In this case A is 0.2 and the peak at 250^s 
is approximately a fifth of the sum of the two peaks.
Period
Number





1 N + 1 0.75 (N+A) - 0.75 = N-0.5
2 N 0.50 (N+A) - 0.5 = N-0.25
3 N 0.25 (N+A) - 0.25 = N
4 N 0 (N + A) = N+0.25
5 N + 1 0.75 (N+A) - 0.75 = N-0.5
6 N 0.50 (N+A) - 0.5 = N-0.25
7 N 0.25 (N+A) - 0.25 = N





















CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DIGITISED SPEECH FILES
Five digitised speech files are available for 
processing on the PDP-11 computer. Table B.1 lists the 
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Figure 1.3 Block diagram of a formant synthesizer
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Speech*.
































































Illustrating quantisation: (a) input signal m(t)
(b) Quantiser input-output characteristic;


















Figure 1 .8  


























































Figure 2.3 Typical zero-crossing detector 
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Figure 2.6 Histogram format of the microprocessor
results
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Figure 2.7 The real-zero probability distribution, 
illustrating the use of Davenport's bias signal and 
the threshold voltage.
(a) 20Hz square wave bias signal with amplitude lOOmV




















Figure 2.8 The real-zero probability distribution 
employing Sturge * s rule of interval reduction
Illustrates similarity of the threshold voltage and
Davenport's bias signal.
______  DC threshold voltage of lOOmV amplitude
------  Davenport's 20Hz square wave bias signal
of lOOmV amplitude


























Figure 2.9 The effect of low and high amplitude 

















































Figure 2.10 The real-zero probability distributions of speech, 
illustrating the effect of threshold variation.
(a) Threshold : OmV (b) Threshold : 40mV
(c) Threshold ; SOmV (d) Threshold : 120mV
Bandwidth: 100-5000Hz
NUMBER np INTERVALE <V> INTERVAL LËNCTH
a)
nZLLISECONDS






Figure 2.11 The real-zero probability distribution of 
speech, illustrating the reduction of high frequency components 
with reduction of the bandwidth (threshold ; 60mV)
(a) bandwidth : 300-5000 Hz
(b) bandwidth : 300-3400 Hz
-------- i«y .











Figure 2.12 The real-zero probability distri­
bution of speech, illustrating the 
effect of bandlimiting
(a) Threshold : 120mV; Bandwidth ; 100-5000Hz;









































Figure 2.13 The real-zero probability distribution 
for voiced speech









































Figure 2.14 The real-zero probability distribution for 
unvoiced speech















































Figure 2.15 The real-zero probability distribution 
for English speech











































Figure 2.16 The real-zero probability distribution for 
Punjabi speech


















Read 1st block 
of speech file 
into array
Set lAA = 1st 
sample of
NDUR = 0
NDUP. - MP"P > of block
NDUR = duration of zero- 
crossing interval
lAA « next sample of 
speech waveform
IBB * present sample of 
speech waveform
K *  number of samples 
in block
XB = fraction of interval 
between zero- 
crossing and next 
sample
fraction of interval 
between zero- 
crossing and next 










Set lAA = 1st
sample of I,
detection of zero crossing N
B^B " 0 
PROD.GT.O?
NZC « NZC ♦ 1
Evaluate XB and 
NDUR = NDUR +
XB + XC ___
Evaluation and 
recording of zero- 
crossing interval
Write NDUR into 
Results file
Figure 2.18
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The real-zero probability distributions for the speech 












The average epoch rate against time for speech file 
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Figure 3.3 State diagram for the decision algorithm
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Figure 3.4
Illustrates the transition between the sounds '1 '









































Figure 3.5 Illustrates the transisiton region between the sounds 
'o' and 't ' in the utterance "bottleneck" (Block 45) 
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Figure 3.6 Epoch amplitude against epoch duration scatter plot for 
the speech file CBONLY.SPH
Illustrates the cluster of small amplitude, small duration 
epochs due to unvoiced speech.
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ICLASS - 0 EA = Epoch amplitude
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Figure 3.8 Flow diagram for the silence state
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PAV = Average epoch ampli­
tude over the previous 
LIN epochs
T » Threshold aumplitude 
ED » Epoch duration
DUR » Voiced/unvoiced
duration boundary
NB = Count of epochs with
unvoiced characteristics
LIN = Reference number of
) epochs used in averaging
ICLASS » Class of speech 
EA « Epoch eunplitude
•AV.LT.T
ID.GT.DUl
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Figure 3.11 Epoch reduction with varying threshold values 
for the speech file CBONLY.SPH
^  Dur : 4 0 Lim ; 20
G  Dur : 4 0 Lim : 30
□ Dur : 4 0 Lim : 4 0
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Figure 3.12 Epoch Count with Different 
Values of LIM and PUR for Speech File CBONLY
Checking for Distortion: D = distortion 









Figure 3.13 Distortion with Different 
Values of LIM and DUR for Speech File CBONLY
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Checking for sensivity of change of class. Table 







Figure 3.14 Change of Class Sensitivity with 
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Positive level Indicates voiced speech
Zero level Indicates silence
Negative level Indicates unvoiced speech
2 1 1.
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Figure 3.15(b)
Classification of the speech file CBONLY.SPH
Positive level indicates voiced speech
Zero level indicates silence










Classification of the speech file CBONLY.SPH
Positive level indicates voiced speech
Zero level indicates silence
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Figure 3.15(d)
Classification fo the speech file CBONLY.SPH
Positive level indicates voiced speech
Zero level indicates silence





























Es « duration of silence
before change of class
Eu *  total unvoiced duration 
(store)
Ed » duration of present epoch 





Eu Ed + Eu
Encode segment of 
duration K with 
relevant unvoiced 
symbol
Encode segment of 
duration Es by 
voiced symbol and 
reset Es
Figure 4.1






remaining duration of 
unvoiced region before 
change of class
total silence duration 
(store)






Encode segment of 
duration Eu by 
voiced symbol and 
reset Eu
Encode segment of 





Flow diagram for segmenting silence regions
Eu = duration of unvoiced 
region remaining 
before change of class
Es = duration of silence
region remaining before 
change of class




of duration Eu 
or Es by voiced 
symbol and reset 
Es or Eu
Encode epoch of 
duration Ed by 
voiced symbol
Figure 4.3 
Flow diagram for voiced regions
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Figure 4.4 Spectrograms of the different 















Figure 4.5 Estimation of the noise filter gain response# required to




Read 1st blocks of 
all files into 
appropriate arrays
UNVO ICED
If next 50 samples 
unvoiced, replace 




Amplitude of sample in 
classified array
VOI CED




ple into reconstructed 
file
Read new blocks 
as appropriate
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Filter Filter Filter Filter
Characs; Characs: Characs; Characs;
2nd order 2nd order 2nd order 2nd order
Butterworth Butterworth Butterworth Butterworth
0 .8k-1 .2k 1.7k-2.1k 2.7k-3.1k 3.7k-4.1k
<2800 <4800 <6800 <8800
Epoch rate
Figure 4.8 Subdivision of epoch rate variation 


















Figure 4.9 Measured epoch rates for the unvoiced 
sounds in the utterances of Appendix B
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Figure 4.10 Epoch rate measurements for the 
different unvoiced sounds (from Ito and Donaldson)
d = No of epochs for differentiated speech 










Filter Filter Filter Filter
characs; characs: characs: characs:
2nd order 2nd order 2nd order 3rd order
Butterworth Chebyshev Butterworth Butterworth
low-pass low-pass high-pass high-pass
with cut-off with 1OdB with cut-off with cut-off
at 1.5kHz ripple and 
cut-off 
at 3.3kHz





Figure 4.11 Subdivision of epoch rate variation range 
between four spectrally shaped noise files






Figure 4.12 Gain response characteristics of the filters used to spectrally
shape the noise files: vertical axes show gain in dBs; horizontal
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Figure 5.1 Illustration of output distortion due to insufficient
decoding delay
(i) Input symbol rate 
(ii) Constant transmission rate (transmission buffer underflow, S^^) 
(iii) Constant transmission rate (buffer underflow avoided by delay, 6) 
(iv) System output (distortion due to insufficient delays)

























Figure 5.3 Making inputs compatible for system used to 
measure delay and buffer size
(i) TES input to measuring system 
(ii) Classification of the waveform 
































Figure 5.4 Minimum delay requirements at different tranmission
rates for the speech file FEM1.SPH


































Figure 5.5 Minimum delay requirements at different trans­



























Figure 5.6 Minimum delay requirements at different trans­







































Figure 5.7 Minimum delay requirements at different trans­












































Figure 5.8 Minimum delay requirements at different trans­


























































Figure 5.9 Minimum buffer size requirements for no repeats
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Figure 5.10 Minimum buffer size requirements for no repeats
of the speech file APPLES.SPH at different transmission rates







































































Figure 5.11 Minimum buffer size requirements for no repeats
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Figure 5.12 Minimum buffer size requirements for no repeats



























































Figure 5.13 Minimum buffer size requirements for no repeats








































































Figure 5.14 Number of repeats necessary with varying buffer 
size for the speech file FEMI.SPH. Transmission rate: 1000
symbols/sec


























Figure 5.15 Number of repeats necessary with varying buffer 














































Figure 5.16 Number of repeats necessary with varying buffer size






































Figure 5.17 Number of repeats necessary with varying buffer size
for the speech file BIRD.SPH. Transmission rate: 1000 symbols/sec































Figure 5.18 Number of repeats necessary with varying buffer size
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Figure 5.20 The instruction sheet as presented to the 
listeners during the subjective listening tests











































Comparison of the probability distributions for speech file FEM1.SPII
________ the original real-zero intervals



















































Comparison of the probability distributions for speech file APPLES.SPH
-------  the original real-zero intervals
















Comparison of probability distributions for speech file CBONLY.SPH
--------  the original real-zero intervals


















































Comparison of probability distributions for speech file BIRD.SPH
-------  the original real-zero intervals












































Comparison of probability distributions for speech file APPLE?.SPH
-------  the original real-zero intervals










































































Figure 5«26 Comparison of probability distributions for a noisy speech file
Speech file A8P20 obtained by adding noise (SNR = 20dB) to 
speech file APPLES.SPH.
________ The real-zero intervals of noisy file
















































Figure 5.27 Comparison of probability distributions for a noisy speech file
Speech file A8P10 obtained by adding noise (SNR » lOdB) to 
speech file APPLES.SPH.
--------- The real-zero intervals of noisy file










Comparison of probability distributions for speech file FEM1.SPH
_______  the original real-zero intervals with
silence replaced by zero amplitude 
samples


























































































the original real-zero intervals with silence 
replaced by zero amplitude samples











Comparison of probability distributions for speech file CBONLY.SPH
--------- the original real-zero intervals with silence
replaced by zero amplitude samples

























































































the original real-zero intervals with silence 
replaced by zero amplitude samples
the reconstructed real-zero intervals
















Comparison of probability distributions for speech file APPLE?.SPH
________ the original real-zero intervals with silence































the reconstructed real-zero intervals
2 5 6






































Illustrating the effect on classification of adding noise to the speech 
file CBONLY.SPH. Here, the classification algorithm is considered to fail
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Illustrating the effect on classification of bandpass filtering the speech
file APPLES.SPH between 300Hz and 3400Hz
259
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Illustrating the effect on classification of bandpass filtering the speech
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cut off frequency (kHz)
Figure 5.37 Effect on the epoch count of low pass
filtering
A  2nd order Butterworth, on CBONLY.SPH
0 8th order Butterworth, on CBONLY.SPH
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Figure 5.38 Effect on the epoch count of high pass
filtering
A  2nd order Butterworth, on CBONLY.SPH 
G  2nd order Butterworth, on APPLE8 .SPH
















Figure 6.1 A Simplified Hybrid-TES Transmission System
ED ■ Epoch duration 
EA ■ Epoch amplitude 
ES » Epoch shape 


























symbol of duration, 
SED; amplitude, SEA, 
and simple shape.
SET SED = SEA » 0
SED = End portion of silence 
segment
UED = Running total of uncoded 
unvoiced duration
ED = Duration of present epoch
K1 = Duration of encoded unvoiced 
symbols (5ms)
NOE = Running total of number of 
epochs used to make up UED
UEA = Running average amplitude
K2 )































Figure 6.3 Flow diagram for processing unvoiced epochs
264
START
Transfer voiced symbol of 
duration, UED; amplitude, 
UEA and simple shape .SET 




UED = End portion of unvoiced 
region
UEA > Average amplitude of end
portion of unvoiced region
SED = Running total of uncoded 
silence duration
ED « Duration of present epoch
K1 » Duration of encoded 
silence symbol (5ms)
SEA = Amplitude of present 
epoch
SED = SED - K1
SEA * EA
Transfer unvoiced 
symbol 4 to buffer
SED>K1
^^ RETURN^
Figure 6.4 Flow diagram for processing silence epochs












Transfer voiced symbol of 
duration, SED; amplitude, 
SEA and simple shape .SET 
SED = SEA - 0
UED=0
VED>K1
Running total of duration and 
running average of amplitude 
for end portion of silence
Same parameters for end portion 
of unvoiced region
Running total of duration and 
running average of amplitude 
for voiced epoch
Duration and amplitude of 
voiced epoch









tude VEA and sim­
ple shape
Transfer voiced symbol with 
duration VED, amplitude VEA 
and shape VES
Transfer voiced symbol of 
duration, UED; amplitude, 
UEA and simple shape .SET 
UED = UEA = 0
Figure 6.5 Flow diagram for processing voiced epochs




5ms Sms 5ms 3ms







s. 2 ? _
Symbol Reconstruct from 
filter 3 for 5MS 
and UEA
Reconstruct from 
filter 4 for SMS 
and UEA
Reconstruct from 
filter 2 for 5m S 
and UEA
Reconstruct from 
filter 1 for 5MS 
and UEA
Reconstruct from 
filter 4 for SMS 
and 0
Figure 6.7 Reconstruction from unvoiced symbols 
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Figure 6.10 A typical timing chart for hybrid-TES
(i) Information available after epoch parameter 
measurement
(ii) Information available after classification 
(iii) Information available after encoding
EA = Epoch amplitude; ED = epoch duration; 
ES = epoch shape; EC = epoch class;
UED = unvoiced symbol duration;
UEA = unvoiced symbol amplitude; and










Figure A.1 The Flag Inspection Procedure
Change in microprocessor input will not be detected until 
























Read out Clear timer
Figure A.2 Flow diagram for 
the microprocessor functions
























































esponding to contents 
of A
















memory in 2 nd 
range
























Move to next counter
16 bit to 8 bit 
conversion 
of all counters
Translation of data 
into X-Y plotter 
format

































































Figure A.10 The real-zero probability distribution for 
a sine wave with a period of 21 Posées
